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Jaycees Plan Gala July 3rd With
Barbecue,Fireworks Dancing
Ite:t7I1

arg:dTleciali1).

The Fulton Jaycees will sponsor an annual Another new feature this
Independence Day barbecue and fireworks dis- sy:lairedualed 'Cake Walk" will be
play, Saturday, July 3rd, at the Fulton City Park. the direction of the Jaycettes.
I'

The Jaycees feel this event will give parents
and children who usually stay at home on this
occasion a chance to really enjoy themselves
right here in Fulton.

1111W ROTARY CLUE PRESIDINT: W. 'T. (Bin) Harrison,
manager and co-owner of the Fulton Coca-Cola Company, became the 41111fi president of the Fulton Rotary Club this week at

A special attraction of the
afternoon will be two helicopter rescue demonstrations by a
unit of the Air National Guard,
demonstrating rescue tech-

ceremonies conducted at the Club's Tuesday noon luncheon.
Harrison succeeds Hal Warren. Other officers Include Gary Williamson, vice-President, succeeding L. M. McBride; Bob Bay,
Secretary-treasurer, succeeding Bruce Wilson, and Lou Biefislich,
Sergeant-At-Arnis. New directors include Bob Morgan, McBride

Hickman Annual Horse Show
Predicted As The "Best Ever"

and Warren.

Fulton Commission Reviews
New City Budget This Week
lowing some discussion.
A resolution was then approved and adopted for the acceptance of the city's new budgeting
plan.
An appropriation of $2,469.09
for the final invoice on the
aerator at the Fulton Water
Works was suggested and approved by the council members.
Finally, it was decided, after
a minimum of discussion, that
the sewer tap fee for other
towns would remain the same.
The issue was brought up because of the new lots in the
Jackson Purchase Highland's
Following this, appropria- area that were requesting to
tions and salary ordinances be allowed to tap onto the sewer
were read and approved fol- system of Fulton.

The regular bi-monthly
meeting ofthe Fulton City Council held Monday, June 28, was
devoted almost entirely to discussion on the new city budget.
Prior to the regular 730
meeting, a special budget meeting was called, and the later
meeting was used for the presentation of ordinances affecting the budget.
An ordinance on the levying
of taxes was read, adopted and
approved. There were no
changes from the last fiscal
year in this ordinance.

niques currently being used in
Vietnam and other theatres.
The rescue demonstrations are
scheduled for 2:00 P. H. and
4:30 P. M.

Following last year's show, which was termed by General Manager Barney Speight as
"great - the largest crowd we've ever had," this
year's Eighth Annual Lions Club Horse Show at
Hickman is expected to be even a bigger success.
Horses from seven states will be participating in the show to be held Saturday night, July
10, at Sanger Field.

The barbecue will be served
from 5 to'? P. M. and there will
be games of skill, bingo, etc.,
for everyone to participate in,
and a dance for the teen-agers
featuring the "Resurrections."
Barbecue with all the trimmings will be served under the
shade trees at the park and
later in the evening the Jaycees
will display their fireworks,
entertaining to young and old,
and the teen-agers and adults,
too, if they like, can dance to
the lively music of the"Resurrections."
The tickets are $1.50 for
adults and $1.00 for children;
If you want to come, contact
one of the Fulton Jaycees.
So, if you like good, clean
fun, bring your family and
eat, play, and be entertained
by the Jaycees of the twin cities.
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Set For Martin
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Ifs Good To Know .. And Observe .. That Not
All Big Daily Newspapers Have Gone To Seed
It sort of warms the cockles of
a little weekly newspaperman's
heart to discover that there are
big metropolitan papers (however
few)that are still fired with a crusading zeal to spare no expense or
effort to get a good story, dig it
out and print it "like it is."
We refer, of course to the
New York Times' publication of
the now-banned secret Pentagon
report on Vietnam. Such zeal, we
feared, had all but disappeared
into movie and TV programs. Lo
and behold, it has again blossomed
in true life, and long may it wave.
In case you weren't in An the
background, we thought you
might enjoy the following account
from this week's "Publisher's
Auxiliary," a newspaperman's
trade paper. Says the Auxiliary:
NEW YORK—Publishing the
secret Pentagon report on Vietnam
involved intrigue and soul searching for the New York Times.
The Washington Post reported that the Times used almost as
much secrecy to prepare "Project
X," as it became known, for publication as the government used to
prepare the original report.
THE STORY WHICH was to
cause national controversy and
bring the United States government into court to halt the divulgence of its secrets began when
Washington-based Times reporter
Neil Sheehan gained access to the
voluminous study three months
ago.
About the time Sheehan obtained the report, he had written
an extensively survey of possible
war crimes in Vietnam for the
paper's book review section.
The article, an unprecedented
19 columns of type, became a controversial one among readers and
editors of the Times.
Some reports say the question
of whether or not to go ahead with
Sheehan's Pentagon story based
on the leaked study gave rise to an
internal battle within the Times.
ONE SOURCE SAID that publisher Arthur Ochs Sluzberger was
"cool" to the story at first, but
yielded to editors who felt the
story should be run.
However, managing editor A.
M. Rosenthal disputes that there
was ever an internal struggle over
the controversial project.
The managing editor revealed
that once the Times was sure the
Pentagon study was authentic,

there was no doubt in his mind
that his paper would publish it.
Rosenthal added that. Sulzberger
had not opposed publication of the
report.
THE DECISION to go ahead
with the project unleased a chain
of intrigues on the Times staff, according to the Post story.
The mystery started when
first Sheehan, a veteran Vietnam
reporter now working on special
assignments, vanished from the
Times' Washington bureau.
Sheehan, his colleagues were
told, was simply "on assignment."
Then Hedrick Smith a diplomatic
reporter who is scheduled to be assigned to Moscow was missing
from the bureau. Smith, Times
staffers were told was "off studying Russia" and another missing
colleague, E. W.(Ned) Kenworthy
was "on vacation."
Fox Butterfield, the son of
historian Lyman H. Butterfield,
was gone from his post as a New
Jersey suburban reporter and
three editors from the Times' foreign news desk likewise mysteriously vanished from their jobs.
The seven clandestinely gathered on the 11th floor of the New
York Hilton to prepare the Pentagon story.
A LIBRARY OF books on Indochina and the Vietnam war, a
voluminous chronology, detailing
U. S. military and diplomatic
moves and the public statements
of government officials, was assembled.
The week before the controversial report was to' make its
debut in the Times, makeshift
walls were erected off in a corner
of the Times composing room and
a team of trusted typesetters was
assigned to work inside the walls.
Saturday afternoon, the men
who were to prepare Sunday's
paper, which carried the story
were told that a special story, already set, was to appear starting
on the top of page one and continuing six full pages inside the
first news section.
SHEEHAN'S MONTHS of
work did not end with that Sunday edition. He and his colleagues
in the Hilton were preparing further installments of the five-part
series.
The writers and editors who
worked on the story reportedly
look upon their efforts with exhiliration mixed with exhaustion.

Fireworks Are Still A Dangerous
Plaything; Be Careful Over The Fourth!
As the Fourth of July approaches, the Kentucky Society
for the Prevention of Blindness
warns that fireworks, even the
small stuff, including sparklers,
are still a needless menace, particularly to children.

Kentucky has a fireworks law
based on the National Fire Protection Association's Model Fireworks Law, with the exception
that sparklers, toy snakes, smoke
novelties and party novelties are
permitted.

The sale and use of the socalled common fireworks, presumed to be harmless by many
adults, including the parents who
buy them, are still allowed in half
of our states. These common, or
Class C. fireworks include small
firecrackers (11
/
2 inch or less in
length), sparklers, fountains, roman candles, small rockets, and a
few more similar items.

But Class C, the small fireworks, allowed by law in 24 states
were responsible for 557 personal
injuries, or 42 percent of all injuries, and included one fatality.
Even sparklers, judged so
benign as to be allowed by an additional eight states which ban
other Class C items, figured in the
injury causes—responsible for 15
percent of the total Class C injurie. And sparklers accounted for
the greatest number of property
damage cases of any of the fireworks devices reported.
"Of particular concern to the
National Society," says executive
director Dr. Wilfred D. David,
"was the survey's finding that of
all types of injury caused by Class
C fireworks, injuries to the eyes
were most frequent. Fireworks in
this class caused 175 cases of eye
injury, including 16 persons who
suffered loss of vision in one or
both eyes."
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THE BRIDGE BUILDER
An old man, going a lone highway,
Came at the evening, cold and gray,
To a chasm, vast and deep and wide,
Through which was flowing a sullen tide.
The old man crossed in the twilight dimThat sullen stream had no fears for him;
But he turned, when he reached the other side,
And built a bridge to span the tide.

Herculaneum's ruins
Tell of past glory

HERCULANEUM: Nearby are replete with instances of
the gray mass of Mt. Vesuvius girls being raped and otherwise
rises into the sky, overlooking abused, and of young men being
the beautiful Bay of Naples and attacked, by drivers who picked
the two dead cities buried by them bp. Hitchhiking is a risky
the volcano's massive eruption business both ways, the Allstate
in 79 A.D., Pompeii and Her- Motor Club reports.
"Old man," said a fellow pilgrim near,
•• •
culaneum.
"You are wasting strength in building here.
IRISH VIGNETTE
Pompeii, of course, was buried
Your journey will end the ending day;
DUBLIN: Visitors to Ireland
by ash and cinders, and its inhabitants died horrible deaths front the U.S. are quick to
You never again must pass this way.
from gases, heat and suffocation. learn that distances here are
You have crossed the chasm, deep and wide,
Herculaneum, on the other not great. Ireland is a compact
Why build you the bridge at the eventide?"
hand, was engulfed by boiling country, so there is no need for
mud, but after its 5,000 inhabit- overnight tra‘el by either train
ants had had time to flee. As a or bus. If you're traveling by
The builder lifted his old gray head.
result, visitors here now are train, inquire about the Irish
"Good friends, in the path I have come," he said,,,
confronted with somethingquite Rambler ticket, which provides
"There followeth after me today
different from all other cities tra%el over the entire rail and
of the Ancient World which have bus systems for 15 days. with
A youth whose feet must pass this way.
been excavated and opened to no restriction as to time,distance
This chasm that has been nought to me
or frequency.
the public.
To that fair-haired youth may a pitfall be.
Motor coach tours are availThe boiling mud hardened
He, too, must cross in the twilight dim;
into a solid material at the able for those who want to see
shoreline and prcnided a splen- the area around Dublin, or the
Good friend, I am building the bridge for HIM."
did defense against both unoffi- southwest region near Shannon.
cial excavators — who have I particularly enjoyed the tour
Will Allen Dromgoole
ruined numerous archeological to the great estates at Castlewonders the world around—and toss is and Powerscourt,just a few
The answers, when they came, the destructive elements in the nines front Dublin. and another
did
lessen his anxiety. atmosphere. In this way the to historic and beautiful Glen-S
not
FULTON'S
The stranger had come from city was able to retain the main dalough. I recommend them
a faraway planet, and it was structural elements of its houses. highly!— Lenore Lee.
Douce he wanted. To Pascal's as well as cloth, food and obIS.
dismay, Douce seemed in- jects of the most fragile and
creasingly drawn toward the perisable nature. Thus. HercuSOME ALCOHOL FACTS
stranger and willing to give up laneum offers an unusual
BY LUCY DANIEL
Twice as many Americans died
the people and animals she glimpse of life in ancient times.
last year in automobile wrecks
The public library is main- en when he saw his teen-age loved to answer his mysterious
Here I have entered the rooms in which alcohol was involved
tamed to provide books that son standing in the bathroom summons. Set in present-day and courtyards of Roman citi- as were murdered.
meet human wants, needs, and with a fishbowl on his head Les Baux de Provence and zens of 2,000 years ago, visited
Even if you assume that three
drawing on the history and
tastes; that develop capacities-Imagining
what it would be
their public baths, wine shop and out of four drunken drivers kill
of mind and body; that give like in outer space. Simon legends of that picturesque outdoor restaurant, admired only
themselves (probably a high
practical aid
to workers in thought about it. "I don't care. region, this extraordinary tale their statuary and frescoes.... estimate),
twice as many innoevery field; that equalize op- thought about it. "Idon'tcare," is an unusual blend of romance and gained both in knowlege
cent bystanders were killed by
portunities and enrich life for he had to say. Simon spent the and fantasy that will delight
of
respect
and
accomfor
the
drunken drivers as were killed
all. Only the rich could buy for whole first week of summer older girls.
ALL ABOUT BEGONIAS by plishments of a long-dead civi- by robbers, rapists, arsonists,
their own use the books neces- saying "I don't care." And
lization.
and
Bernice
thieves combined.
Brilmayer
tells the
sary for any extended or spec- then he decided to escape. EsAs Dominick Di Frisco of
•••
ialized study or research; but cape from his parents' bewil- home gardener how to select,
the library provides them free- dered whisperings, from the grow, and propagate 675 types Alitalia airlines declares, Herly for all. Few, however rich, everyday happenings that seem- of begonias successfully both culaneum has contributed AUTO SAFETY:
Today the
could readily acquire the num- ed so unimportant to him -- into indoors and out, how to develop greatly to the knowledge of power race
is going wild. They
and how to historians and scholars by showber and variety of books that his own private thoughts and new varieties;
call it "cubic inches" but it all
are available in even a mod- imaginings where he felt hap- arrange begonias effectively at ing both private homes and
erate, representative, public li- piest. Simon set forth in search flower shows and in home public buildings in a remark- adds up to more horsepower.
Most cars are offered with
brary collection; for book- of a forest and cave, where, decorating. Step-by-stepdirec- ably well-preserved state.
several optional high-powered
stores (their stock, however like primeval man he could tins are accompanied by "howHerculaneum is open to visi- motors, but the standard mtor
large, always in transition) of- prove his manhood, grow up in to" photographs and drawings.
fer no such organized accumu7 his own way,suid be by NM- "There is no end to the vari- tors from 9 a.m. until two is usually too large for many
lattla ot older and stan
self. ;,:fore*-.;, however,_ are ety in begonias. They have hours before sunset on week- drivers on the'average highway.
literature as is built up du
scarce In tfp modern wend of leaves the size of a penny or a dlys and Sundays except for six And passing ability is now ati;
the life of a public librarq. freevhtyt nal bObsing somicfp- palmetto; with colors-brilliant, holidays —Jan.1, Easter, May I, vertised as a safely feature. This
Library service is not only ments and it's a unique"cave" subdued, metallic - from one June 2, Aug. 15 and Christmas. is a true claim; it may get the
the provision of books; it is that Simon finds and claims end of the rainbow to the other; The ruins are linked to Naples, driver out of a difficult situation
the bringing of the right book as his own. Molly Cone creates and textures from sheerest silk five miles distant, by a fine toll that he would not have gotten
to the right reader. Without with her usual warmth and and velvet to moire, tweed, road, with bus service every into had he been driving sanely.
a reader a book is in suspended humor a most relevant story velour, and puckered seer- 15 minutes, and by a train that
—F. V. Hartman
animation, without users a li- of the alienation and aloneness sucker. Begonia flowers may runs every 30 minutes.
Naples
•••
brary is dead. People and books of growing up. She captures have four petals or four dozen, itself is easily
reached. Alitalia
are the positive and negative with feeling the frustrations of in colors from heavenly white provides plane
service from
poles that keep alive the cur- well-meaning parents and a to fiery orange and red. Be- Rome,
JUNK or Antiques?: The way
there
are
frequent trains
rent of library service. Any teen-ager unable to relate to gonias can be climbers, creep(and
Italian
rail
service is ex- "has beens" have been selling
ers, trailers, pygmy bushes,
kind of library service that is them and their world.
lately,
I figure I've taken about
or stately trees." So writes cellent, much better than that
designed to bring together
THE STAR OF LES BAUX by Mrs. Brilmayer about her fav- in the U.S.), and a fine high- $357,000 worth of junk to the
people and books, whether ren- Jean Severn. When Pascal arcity
dump
in the last three years.
way. The entire area around
orite plants.
dered by public libraries, or rived in Provence for the sumIt's unbelievable.
Naples
is
well
worth
a
stop
on
school libraries, or by libraries mer holidays, he found his be- Following 5 chapters of gen- any
Old gas lights that would have
Italian holiday.
maintained for professional or loved cousin Douce distracted eral instructions, she devotes
made Abe Lincoln squint are
•••
scholarly or specialized use, and his Aunt Estelle and Uncle 10 chapters to specific discusbeing snapped up at weekly
must be based on intelligent Charloun worried, and he be- sions of 10 main groups, ranging
HITCHHIKING DAN- auctions, along with pickle
book selection. Our Department gan to perceive why as they from the sturdy semperflorens GERS: It's not safe to pick up crocks, hand
looms,china dishes
of Libraries in Frankfort has passed through the grotesquely to the showy tuberous variety. hitchhikers, and it's not safe to and Aund
Mabel'sbutter churn.
a trained staff in book selection. twisted rocks of the Vale of The concluding 3 chapters on be a hitchhiker, says
the
And
so
Allit
goes!
—Jim Wolff.
We have recently received a Hell on their way home. Who hybridizing, exhibiting, and state Motor
Club in commenting
wide variety of new books from was the strange, gaunt figure decorating are followed by an on
the recent growth of hitchFrankfort. Let's examine a few who leaped across the path of appendix that provides a conhiking all over the country.
of these that will interest our the oncoming car, and what cise description of the AmeriPolicy
files are filled with cases
readers.
was the significance of the can Begonia Society; a reading where motorists were
robbed,
and a list of places
SIMON by Molly Cone. "Do great
bonfire that burned list;
beaten
and even killed by people
you want people to think you're nearby and had burned every where you can buy begonias, they
June 25, 1971
picked
up.
And
the
files
mall.
crazy!" Simon's father shout- night in the preceding weeks? both in person and by
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Letters To Editor

A new business will start operation in Fulton
FROM THE FILES:—
within the next few days. While the new concern
is primarily a profit-sharing corporation for the
stockholder,it is more than that; it is a public service institution.
The new business is Radio Station WFUL,
TWENTY YEARS AGO
owned by the Ken-Tenn Broadcasting CorporaJUNE 29, 1951
tion, most of the stock of which is owned by local
Charles Fields of South Fulton has been businessmen.
elected state judge advocate of the Tennessee's
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
Veterans of Foreign Wars. Mr. Fields is a State
JULY 2,1926
Representative, City Attorney of South Fulton,
Matthews,
J.
W.
champion onion-grower of
and has a law office in Union City.
Pierce, Tennessee, brought to the newspaper of/
2 inches in
Raymond Stallins, Illinois Central employee fice a gigantic onion measuring 171
has been elected Commander of Marshall Alex- circumstances.
ander Post No. 72 of the American Legion. StalJ. R. Graham, R. H. Wade, and Heber Finch
lins, who served overseas during World War II
has been an active member of the Legion for the of Fulton and Messrs. Emerson Brock, and Hindpast few years. He succeeds Garland Merryman man of Clinton left this week for Frankfort to request a concrete highway from Cairo to the Tenas Commander.
nessee line.
Dr. H. W. Connaughton, Fulton veterinarMr. W. B. Finch was appointed magistrate in
ian, helped deliver a two-headed calf Tuesday afternoon this week. The two-headed calf was born the Moscow district in 'Hickman County last
to a Holstein cow in the dairy herd of G. R. week.
Caudle on his District 7 farm.
Hal Williams, son of "Joe Doc" Williams
Witnesses declared the two heads, joined at
the neck, were formed perfectly. However, other south of Mt. Moriah Church has purchased 1500
parts of the calf were deformed, and it was con- chicks this season, has already sold a number of
sidered that there could have been no chance of fryers and is preparing his flock into shape for
large-scale egg production.
its surviving.

Turning Back The Clock I

James Read Holland, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. L. Holland, of Pulton, a student at the University of Kentucky, has been named winner of a
$510 scholarship in fire protection and safety
engineering,it was announced this week by Dean
D. V. Terrell of the U K. College of Engineering.

The Sara Dean class of the First Christian
Church gave a garden party on the lawn of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Pickering Monday afternoon, with
the following assisting; Mesdames Ben Evans,
Hardeman, Howard, Winfrey, Shepherd, Herman
Grymes, Fred Brady, Smott Morris, Clarence
Pickering, J. M. Culver, and Morris Chowning.

Mr. Paul Westpheling
Editor, Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Sir,

When I first heard of the
proposed
3% Utility Tax, I
must say that I did not understand this tax and how it was
to be levied against us. since
then, I have gone to the Fulton
City School
Superintendent,
Charles Thomas, and he ish‘.
plained it to me in detail. Thit
only way this tax can be levied
is by a request of the local
school board for it is to be so
enacted and, of course, the
county board will approve it
for the county.
This puts a tremendous responsibility on the five members of the board, which I feel
they should not have to bear.lf
they make this request, this
tax could stay with us for a lifetime and they hesitate undoing
this; on the other hand, if they
do not make this request, they
will deny part of the people
the right to use this tax.
I feel that the question of
the tax should be brought to
a vote of the people. This vote
would advise our board what
the majority of the people want
them to do and they would not
hesitate to abide by the results
of this vote.
I am not against a vocational school In this county
and I want to go on record as
such. But I understand there
are two other sources of revenue by which the money can
be raised.
If there are any other people of this county who feel a
vote is in order, I wish they
would contact me.
Thank you,

John J. Campbell,
Fulton, KootuckY
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Jesse Stuart Will Headline
MSU Autograph Party July 12
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'71 Festival
Window Fair
Is Expan e

An autograph party, featuring books include: "Seedtime
on
the works of three of the four the Cumberland,"
"Flowering The Window Fair, one of
the
writers conducting the third an- of the Cumberland," and
"The most popular events held durnual Jesse Stuart Creative Dollmaker." A native
of Wayne ing the International Banana
Writing Workshop at Murray County, Ky., Mrs.
Arnow now Festival, has expanded its prostate University, has been set lives in Ann Arbor,
Mich.
gram this year by awarding
for July 12 at the university.
Poet Lee Pennington, whose prizes to the
homemaker clubs
On hand to autograph their books of poetry
have become In the area who enter the comaooks will be:
widely known. Among his latest petition,
Jesse Stuart, the Greenup, are: "Scenes
from a Southern
The Fair, which enables
Ky., author whose novels, short Road," "Bloody
Bones and homemaker groups to
display
stories, poems and other writ- Bloody Harlan,"
"Hornet their most interesting arts and
ings have become known around Wings," and
"Wildflower . . . crafts, and other
handiwork
.he world and who is directing Poems of
Joy."
performed during the year, will
.he MSU workshop. Many of
The public is invited to the be exhibited
again this year in
3tuart's original notes and autograph party,
which will be the display windows in the remanuscripts are on display in held in the
ballroom of the tail stores in Fulton and
South
he Jesse Stuart Room of the Waterfield Student
Union Build- Fulton.
Jniversity Library. Among his ing from 3 until
6 p. m. The
Awards
of $25, $15, and $10
works to be available at the writers' works
will be avail- will be given to the homemaker
iutograph party will be his able in the University
Bookstore clubs with the best display in
atest books, "To Teach, To nearby.
the Window Fair during the BaLove," and "Come Back to the
Also available will be copies nana
Festival in Fulton August
7a.rm."
of "1st Summer" and "2nd 12,
13, and 14. Prizes for the
Mrs. Harriette Simpson Ar- Summer," collections of
the first, second and third place
e:ow, the novelist whose "Hunt- most outstanding
works of par- windows will be awarded
by the
ir's Horn" was a 1949 best ticipants in the
first two writing Fulton-South Fulton Retail
telling novel, and whose other workshops.
Merchants Bureau.
Any homemaker group in the
area is eligible to participate.
Entries are being accepted to
Mrs. Cavita Olive at the Chamber of Commerce, 302 Main
St., Fulton. Applications must
Miss Debbie Castleman, a lucky. Both Mrs. Castleman be received no later than July
23, 1971. Windows will be asmember of the Fulton County and Mrs. Simmons were
among signed by August 2, and each
4-H Teen Club, and Miss Frieda the seventy parents who
attend- entry will be notified of the speSimmons, a member of the ed the demonstration
sessions. eine window assigned tothem.
Hickman Elementary 4-H Club,
have returned from the State
4-H Club Food Demonstration
Mr. and Mrs. Green
Contest held at the University
of Kentucky College of Home
Economics. These girls won
the right to take part in the
state contest by winning the
county and area championships.
Debbie, a Senior 4-Her,
demonsrated making "PumpMiss Judith Ann Bizzle and Floyd Lee Green, kin
Bread", winning
blue
Jr., were united in marriage in a double-ring can- ribbon, and Frieda, a aJunior
4-Her,
demonstrated "Basic
dlelight ceremony Sunday, June 20, at 3 p. m. at
the First Baptist Church in Fulton, Kentucky, Muffins That Change with
Variations", winning a red ribwith the Rev. James Best officiating.
bon.
Eighty 4-Hers tried for state
A program of nuptial music Their floor-length gowns were honors in three 4-H
Miss Allyson Elizabeth Miller
Food Demwas presented by Miss Ginger of yellow silk, the empire waist onstration ca
Edwards, organist, and Dwayne and short cap sleeves accent- dairy foods, tegories—breads,
and other foods.
Hollingsworth, vocalist.
ed with daisy lace trim. Their Each category
was divided into
The wedding vows were ex- headpieces were matching Dior Junior
(9-13)
and
Senior (14-19)
changed amidst branch cande- bows. They carried Edwardian
divisions. This was the first
labra with Jade foliage
and bouquets of white Killian daisies time in
recent
years
that state
white satin bows. The family with magnolia foliage.
4-H foods demonstration compews were marked by white
The groom chose Donnie McMr. and Mrs. Rodney Arthur Miller ansatin bows with.lemon leaf fo- Knight to serve as best man with petition had been held at the
liage.
Charles Terrett, Jim Whipple University% of Kentucky. This
nounce
the engagement of their daughter, Allyhonte.st
Was
Moved here from
. The bride, givtui in marriage and Steve Fields serving as
son Elizabeth, to Michael Lee Tate, son of Mr.
the Kentucky State Fair where
by her father, wore a formal groomsmen.
and Mrs. Riley W. Tate.
gown of candlelight silk acMrs. }Sizzle chose for her most other state 4-H demoncented with Venise lace.
daughter's wedding a turquoise stration contests are held.
Miss Miller and Mr. Tate were honor graduDebbie is the daughter of Mr.
blue dress with matching acThe bride's headpiece was
ates of the 1971 class of Fulton High School. They
cessories. A white orchid was and Mrs. Jerry Castleman,
a forward design of delicate pinned
will enter the University of Kentucky for the fall
at her shoulder. The Route 2, Hickman, Kentucky,
lace petals edged with seed
mother of the groom, Mrs. and Frieda is the daughter of
semester
.
pearls and marquisette bows.
Floyd Green, chose a dress of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie SimThe two tiers of bouffant ilThey have chosen August 7 for the date of
pale pink with matching acces- mons, Route 1, Hickman. Kenlusion were shoulder length.
sories and a white orchid.
their wedding at the Trinity Episcopal church.
She carried an Edwardian bouFollowing the ceremony Mr.
quet of yellow roses accented
EDISON'S INVENTIONS
and Mrs. Bizzle were hosts at
with white Killian daisies and
of the bridegroom, was attired in
Thomas Alva Edison was
a reception held in the church
foliage.
a rose pink double knit dress
probably the world's most proFellowship Hall.
accented
Mrs. Beverly McDaniel, siswith a white carnation
Assisting at the reception lific inventor, with 1,093
corsage.
ter of the bride, was matron were
Miss Brenda Clinard and patents to his name, according
Immediate
ly following the
kisses
Kathy
honor.
karen,
of
Mrs. Donnie McKnight. Miss to the National Geographic Soceremony a small reception was
and Kim Green, sisters of the Patricia Lowe presided at the ciety's new
book, THOSE
held.
The
bride's
table was
groom, served as bridesmaids. guest register.
INVENTIVE AMERICANS.
overlaid with an imported lace
Declining levels of immuniza1969.
cloth with an underliner of blue tion protection
against measles,
Regular weekly immunization centered
and
with
an poliomyeliti
s,
and
diptheria clinics are held in the
arrangement of blue daisies and
Fulton
pose
a
serious
health
problem
white stock flanked with blue
County Health Department in
tapers in crystal holders. The in the U. S. today. Reports in- Hickman on Thursdays
and in
two-tiered wedding cake was dicate there is a threat of epi- the Fulton Health
center on.
adorned with a miniature bride demic measles and polio in Tuesdays
between the hours of
and bridegroom, wedding bells central city poverty areas and
MR. AND MRS. ALAN scow CARDWELL
and valley lilies. Silver and some rural areas, unless vigor- 8:00-4:00 p. rtn.
in a simple, but impressive
crystal appointments held punch, ous vaccination efforts
Ronnie Mack Allen of Dyer- salted
are unTURKEY RAISING
home ceremony Miss Teresa
nuts and mints.
dertaken. According to the 1970
American farmers raised;
Elaine Wilson and Alan Scott sburg, brother-in-law of the
Miss Rita Wilson, sister of the
Cardwell were united in bridegroom, served as best man. , bride, and Mrs. Ronnie Mack U. S. Immunization Survey, in 115.7 million turkeys last year.
For her daughter's wedding !Allen of Dyersburg,
poverty areas of central cities They were
marriage on Sunday afternoon,
valued at $492.2
sister of the
only 41 percent of children in million.
June 6, at 2 o'clock in the home of Mrs. Wilson chose a petal pink
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vervin double knit dress and white ac- bridegroom, served the cake and preschool age group had received measles vaccine, la deWilson of 1004 Cheatham Street cessories. Her corsage was of punch.
FARM TO TABLE
Following the reception, the crease of 5
Parents of the bridegroom are white carnations.
percent from 1969,
More than 1,500 pounds of
couple
for
left
Daytona
Beach,
Mr. and Mrs Louis 'Jake' CardMrs. Cardwell, mother ot the
only 50.9 percent received polio flour,
cereal products, sugar,
well of Route 2, South Fulton.
bridegroom, was wearing a teal Fla., on their honeymoon. For vaccine (down from
55.1 per- potatoes, fats, oils and eggs are
The Rev. James W. Best, blue silk imported shantung traveling the bride wore a red, cent in
1969),
and
white
55.8
and
blue
knit
percent
dress
red
with
consumed
annually by the
pastor of the First Baptist Church dress with beige accessories and
accessories and the orchid from had received DPT, a decrease average American family of
of Fulton, officiated at the double a white carnation corsage
of
more
wedding
her
than
bouquet.
9 percent over lour.
ring service
Mrs. Ethel Scott, grandmother
A large sunburst arrangement
of white gladioli and white carnations centered the improvised
altar which was covered in white.
Lighted tapers in seven-branched
candelabra twined with blooming
boxwood garlands formed an
arch where the wedding party
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
stood. At either side were lighted
tapers in branched candelabra
draped with boxwood and
Dear Ann Landers: tam writ- we enjoy going off by ourselves. getting him — and that's bad question. Sometimes three..
leatherleaf and tied with blue
* • * ••
Please Ann, tell Aunt Mary, luck enough for anybody. My
ing in behalf of all U, S. milisatin bows. Boxwood garlands
tary troops stationed in Europe. Uncle Harry, Ramona Room- husband was the perfect genDear Ann Landers: A word',
interspersed with blue satin bows
Up until the time we came to this mate, Freddy Frat-Brother, tleman In public and a foul- please, to the mother who wa,s_
were used on the railing of the
interesting city the majority and yes, Mom and
Dad and mouthed, sewer-minded liar heartsick because her daugh..:
.
stairway down which the petite
had started her letter,
of our friends and relatives Sister Sue, that if they want at home. (You call them ter
bride descended. A crystal
to
Europe
"House
see
Devils
contact
to
atour
And
wouldn't havetraveled 40 miles
Street An- "Dead Mother and Dad." Pool":
basket of blue daisies and white
gels.")
Mom thought the girl wished.
to visit us. Now that we are agency. — Straight Talk
stock aaaea further beauty to the
Dear S. T.. Here's your
I agree with you when you her dead.
here, our popularity has sudliving room.
message. Are you listening, say no man can be wooed
denly zoomed.
I love my niece and her husAs the bride descended the
Uncle Harry, away against his will. My hus- band very much. I once closed
We have two small children Aunt Mary,
stairs, the traditional Bridal
Roommate, Freddy band was ripe and ready for a letter to her with this: "SayChorus from "Lohengrin"
and we live in a two-bedroom Ramona
(Wagner) was softly played.
home. Our compact European Frat-Brother, Mom and Dad the picking. Why? What was hell to your husband." When I
Given in marriage by her father,
the matter with ME' I was went to visit them several
car is perfect for our family, and Sister Sue?
she wore a gown of Alencon lace
something he already had, and months later they had saved .
but it won't do as a tour bus.
over peau de soie designed with
Dear Ann
Landers I was whatever he had he didn't want. the letter and we all had
Already the letters have begun
a'
an empire waistline and short
to arrive. Here's the latest. very disappointed when you
I don't know how he and good laugh. I hope the para"-'
puffed sleeves Her fingertip veil
mother sees this
"Guess what? Uncle Harry agreed with The Other Woman "Poopsie" are getting along, noid
and.;
Of silk illusion fell from a circlet
and I will be seeing you July 20. who signed herself "Secure In but I can guess. Every woman feels better. — Nuts To Fretwk..,
Cf peau and lace. Her only
We will be able to stay until Key Biscayne." You even wish- who starts togo with a married
Jewelry was a diamond necklace,
Dear Nuts: Thanks for the:August 10. Wouldn't it be fun ed her luck. It was a beauti- man and decides she wants to
a gift from the bridegroom. She
ful opportunity for you to en- marry him should keep one thing day-brightener. I laughed, too."'
tarried a French colonial if Bob could get a leave and we lighten
•••• *
...e
her, as well as millions in mind. Her lover was half of
could see France together? You
bouquet Of blue Marguerite
probably know all the spots and of other readers who spout the team that made up that rotdaisies centered with lace and
When romantic glances
we have never been to Europe high-sounding platitudes about ten marriage — and she might to warm embra, el. is it turd
white and blue satin streamers.
loviL
the
"indestructibility" of be getting the worse half.—Been or chemistry
GUARD DUTY? Ellen Adams and Cindy Brown, both Fulton County High Scheel majorettes,
before."
Miss Beverly McWherter was
Send for the..
There Also
It so happens that Bob is a "solid" marriages.
booklet "Love Or Sex And How.were on hand last week for the Shirley Rees Twirling Camp June 20-$ at Murray State Uni- the bride's only attendant She
was victimized by The Othwore a soft blue bonded
Dear Been: Thanks for a good To Tell The Difference,"
pilot and away from home apversity. alien Is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Adams of Rt. 4 Hickman. Cindy's dress with short puffed crepe.
proximately half the time. When er Woman who wormed her letter. I wish you luck, too — Ann Landers. Enclose a longL
sleeves
.
and carried a colonial nosegay of
way
into
husband's
my
life,
parents are Mr. and Mrs. John D. Brawn of Rt.4 Firlten.
spend
I mean it. Nothing is so stamped, self-addressed envet,4
and
likes
to
he IS home he
white daisies with white satin
his time with me and the chil- and I have never wished her any obvious in this life as the fact lope and 35c in coin with yous
(Photo by Written Woolley)
z
streamers.
dren. When he takes a leave, bad luck. She succeeded in that there two sides to every request.
•4

4-H Teens Return From UK
Food Demonstration Show

Miss Judith Binle, Mr. Green
Married In Candlelight Ceremony

Miss Wilson Is Bride
Of Alan S. Cardwell

Miller - Tate Engagement
Foretells An August Wedding

Epidemics Are Still Threats,
Health Department Warns

14014% .eancleia

Ed Jones
Reports

ELBOW POWER. The.,
'
high school drum reefers were an hand Thursday for a day-lens
.worksficm on the Murray State University campus. The clinic was sponsored by the Shirley
. Ross Twirling Camp at MSU June 20-25. At far left is Bruce Smiley, Daytona Beach, Fla., instructor for the drum major division. Students are (from left) Ellen Adams, Fulton Co. High
School; Tim Hudson, Henry Co. High School (Paris, Tenn.); Susan Henson, Fulton City High
School; Terry Reed, Fulton City High School; and Katie Clore, Central City High School.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

Emberion's 15-Point Program
Is Headed By'TullEmployment"
Emberton stressed that his
program to produce 200,000
new jobs "will not place any
additional tax burden on our
citizens. The program must
pay for itself through increasing prosperity and through firesponds to that need in a posi- nancing that does not burden
tive, dynamic way that will give the taxpayer."
He urged "implementation of
young people a chance for a good
job as well as providing current a severance tax on coal, oil and
workers the chance to upgrade gas" which he indicated will
their earnings," Emberton help provide "the necessary
funds to make certain our state
said.
"The foundation has been support is guaranteed in funding
completed by the achievements essential services in the drive
of our present Governor, Louie to produce jobs for KenNunn's Administration
. . tuckians." Emberton said that
schools, roads, community "such a levy will place no
burden on the individual citiservices."
zen nor will it hinder the future of Kentucky's mineral
industry. But it will give us
funds to plow back into essential services vital to the
development of our State."
The fifteen points were headed by a formal commitment
trains, was one of the original from Etnberton to place the
emphasis on more jobs at the
founders.
"We just got together and head of his Administration's
thought about making a mu- priorities. He put particular
seum of old trains," Baker stress on the need for the nest
said. "We found this lot and Governor to "devote a set
presented the city with our amount of his time to seeking
out and convincing new indusplans.
"The next step for us was try to locate in Kentucky."
The 39-year-old native of
to contact railway officials
who agreed to help us procure Monroe County stressed that
"throughout
my campaign, I'm
engines and cars." The museum
received its first occupant in going to emphasize the issues
. . . take clear positions ...
195'7.
On the lot now are 11 cars, and let every citizen know
four steam engines, one diesel exactly where I stand. This enand an old mule car. The courages trust between the
mule car, the only car placed voters and their elected offiunder a roof, was built in Louis- cials. My program is one for
ville in 1873. The oldest sur- a better Kentucky, not one of
vivor if its kind, it was pull- attacking the political opposied by eight mules and cost tion or serving selfish interests."
only five cents to ride.
Emberton emphasized that
One of Baker's favorites,
"every
area of Kentucky will
and likewise a crowd pleaser,
is the 152 steam engine. In its benefit from a positive approach
long history, 152 has taken in the next Administration. And
Al Capone to prison and pull- building on the prosperity gened Teddy Roosevelt's cam- erated by 200,000 additional
jobs in our state, we can inpaign train.
The steamer weighs 270 tons, sure the quality and effectiveIs 105 feet long and takes 55 ness of those services which
our citizens properly expect
gallons to paint.
from their state government
Also on the lot is a 1905 with stress on both quality and
steamer, the oldest of its kind quantity. And we will work to
in the world. "We have a pic- insure that new and expanded
ture of it doing 70 miles per Industry is compatible with
hour in Florida," added Baker. our concerns for preserving
Several of the cars were and cherishing our natural
victims of Louisville's 1964 environment."
flood which completely coverEmberton said
additional
ed some cars and rose as platform planks will be anhigh as 15 feet on the steam nounced in the coming weeks.
engines. Future plans call He indicated that his issue hearfor renovation of some cars ings during the primary had
still showing damage from been "...tremendously helpful
the flood.
in researching the key issues
Baker remarked the old and achieving solutions that
folks enjoy the memories, the can and will benefit Kentucky
young folks like to play con- in the decade of the 1970's.
ductor and admission is free I will continue to seek out all
necessary information, study
the alternative solutions, and
then advance constructive programs with firm leadershipto
keep Kentucky building for a
still better tomorrow."

Top Fishermen Win Prizes

Pledging to work for "full employment to
produce full prosperity", Gubernatorial nominee
Tom Emberton today presented a 15-point program to achieve 200,000 new jobs for Kentuckians in the next four years.
The fact that the "jobs plank"
was given high priority is a
direct reflection ofthe interest
and concern expressed in a
series ofcitizen's hearings held
throughout the state during the
past
two months, Emberton
noted.
"The need to insure good job
opportunities for all
Kentuckians has been stresses to
us over and over again in every
part of the state. My program

' LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Many
Kentuckians can well remember the days of yesteryear when
the old, steam-powered trains
chugged down the track, bellowing sooty smoke and blowing
their whistles.
Modern trains have taken
over and, except for a
few
yearly demonstration or sightseeing runs, the remaining
steam engines have fulfilled
their duties.
The good ol' days, as some
refer to the former rail era,
are gone and only a few remembrances are left. But the
Kentucky Railway Museum relives those days of the past.
The museum, the only one
of its kind in Kentucky, is located on River Road in Louisville. Its gates on the oneand-a-half acre city lot, are
open on weekends and holidays
from Memorial Day to Labor
Day.
The museum's organization
isn't big, the present membership is 69. The idea came
forth 15 years ago when "a
bunch of people interested in
old trains" met at Louisville's
YMCA building to map plans.
Ed Baker, a train enthusiast
with a basement full of model

S. P. MOORE & CO
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479•1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Till
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern and
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting

Begins Thursday, July 1
Store Hours — 9 AM to 5:30 PM
Friday night to 8 PM
Entire Summer Stock
Reduced 25% and more
Includes Jewelry, Lingire and Hose
Best Selection In This Aroa

THE DAISY
Southern Village Shopping Center
South Fulton, Tennessee

WHEAT INCREASES
American farmers face increased competition for wheat
from other nations. Russian
wheat production was up 28 per
cent in 1970, to 80 million tons.
Africa's output raised 13 per
cent and Asian output was up
four per cent.
HAVE AN ART
PROBLEM'

Artist Supplies
ACRYLICS, OILS,
MEDIUMS, CANVAS,
BRUSHES, EASELS
"Shop in our complete
Art Department"

Sherwin-Williams
Phone 422-2E64
FULTON, KY.

Above fisherman, entered in Fulton's Western Auto Store
fishing contest, are holding the prizes they won for being best in
their class.
TOP PHOTO: BIGGEST BREAM, Hubert Wright holds his
prise, a fly rod and reel, for the biggest bream (1-1b,
caught April 21st In a farm pond.
CENTER PHOTO: BIGGEST CRAPPIE. Joe Parchman
won this tackle box for his 2-1b, 12-ounce catch May 9 on Blood
River in Kentucky Lake.
LOWER PHOTO: BIGGEST BASS. Ward Bushart, Jr. holds
his prize, a spin cast rod and reel, for the biggest bass (8-1bill,
S-ot.) caught June 15 in a farm pond.

Jones Going
With Congo
Delegation

Emberton
Is Seeking
More Issues

A great irony in the Amen,can system of government Is
that many of our strengths and
Secretary of Agriculture
weaknesses come from
the
Tom Emberton, Republican
same source. The fact that our Clifford M, Hardin has been apgovernment must operate pointed recently by President candidate for Governor, rethrough the consent of the gov- Nixon to head an official United cently announced the seventh in
erned is probably our greatest States delegation to the Second his series of hearings on the
source of strength. Yet this International Fair of Kinshasa issues. This hearing will bele
same fact presents problems. in the Democratic Republic of Louisville, July 7, 1971, oaths
Let me explain what I mean. the Congo July 2-4. The dele- subject of education. The meetPeriodically, we have elections gation will participate in ing will be held in South Room B
to determine who represents "America Day" ceremonies of the L,ouisville Stouffer'sbin
beginning at 9.30 A. M. andthe
us in various governmental on July 4.
Other officials in the U. S. public is invited.
positions. In order to stand a
Emberton's prior hearings
chance of winning a major of- delegation are Congressman Ed
fice, a candidate must wage a Jones (13.-Tenn,) and William have been in Louisville on CM-,
sumer
protection, in Harlan on
C.
Wampler
(R.-Va.) and Senacampaign, and campaigns cost
money. The higher the office, tor Henry Bellmon (R.-Okla.). mining, in Hopkinsville on agriculture,
in Covington on polluThe delegation will also visit
the more expensive the cam Morocco, Tunisia, and Liberia, tion, in Lexington on crime end
Gahm.
Louisville
in
on aging.
as
well
as
Spain.
The
purpose
The result of this situation
'With over half of the budgis that a candidate almost has of these visits is to explore
to be wealthy or obligated to the possibilities of develop- et of state government currently
persons or groups who can pro- ing the human resources of allocated to education," Emvide campaign funds, if he is the new nations through agri- berton said, "this must rank as
to stand a chance of winning. culture and education. Oppor- one of the most important areas
Unfortunately, a per son who fits tunities for private investment of our concern. Whether it is
Into either of these categories in the countries of Africa will elementary and secondary education, higher education, early
Is not very likely to be truly also be discussed.
Congressman Jones said: "I childhood education, or manrepresentative of his people.
In days gone by, to wage a am honored to have been se- power retraining, each ofthese
campaign, a candidate visited lected by Chairman W. R. Poage deserve as much attention as the
with as many voters as possi- (D.-Tex.) of the House Com- state can possibly give them.
ble and attended as many pub- mittee on Agriculture to repre- Hardly anything is more imporlic gatherings as he could in sent the Committee on the U.S. tant to most Kentucky parents
Order to present his views on delegation. I hope and trust than providing a good education
will for their children," he corthe issues. Consequently, at that these meetings
election time, the voters had strengthen the relationships be- e luded.
a pretty good idea of where tween the United States and the
INVEST
the candidates stood, and they new African nations and that
elected the man best qualified the exchange of ideas will be
Commerce Commiasionbeneficial to everyone con- er Paul W. Grubbs recently
to fill the office.
In recent years, however, cerned."
took part in an "Invest in tbe
things have changed. As modU. S. A." conference in Munern communications have been zens whether they work or not. ich, Germany. Grubbs, vilio
is
developed, the methods ofcamAlthough I am convinced that president of the National Asia.
paigning have changed to take our welfare system needs a of State Developing
Agenda,
advantage of them. Nowadays, drastic overhaul, I do not feel
headed the U. S. delegation of
television has become the ma- that this plan is the answer.
more than 30 economic and
jor medium for campaigning.
I am sure that the motives
And since television time is behind the bill are honorable, trade development directors.
so expensive — even more and that those who supported
I voted against this plan in
than the other media — most it, did so in the belief that it
campaigning by this
means would ultimately solve many of spite of considerable pressure
pays little attention to the is- the problems which presently to support it from often-unexsues. Instead, the candidates plague our welfare system. pected sources. I voted against
concern themselves with pro- But I do not agree with them. it because Tam in favor oftree
jecting a favorable image or
Supporters of the Family As- welfare reform — not more of
impression.
sistance Plan say that it will the same. The fact is that this
The result of this is that the provide an incentive for wel- program would expand and incandidate who can spend the fare recipients to seek and hold stitutionalize the present sysrather than reform U.
most money creating a favor- employment. Under this plan, tem
I do not believe that America
able image of himself is likely when a recipient gets a job,
to win the election.
his welfare benefits are not has reached the point where.
Sadly, a man's ability to reduced at the same rate as his In every group of eight perspend large sums of money on earnings. They are reduced, sons, seven are required by
support the eighth.
building himself an image may but not dollar for dollar. Under law to
We must provide for our
or may not have anything to do the present system, for every
with his ability to function ef- dollar a recipient earns, he poor, but we must not continue
fectively as a leader of govern- loses almost a dollar inbene- to discourage productivity
ment.
fits. Thus, he sees little rea- among our people. There must
be a stopping point.
Attempts are being made to son to take a job.
correct this .11aw in our sysNew York City has experitem, for there are not many mented with work incentive
people who feel that it is right plans and has had poor reto allow government offices to sults. In that city, 200,000
go to the highest bidder, and welfare families were offer- Between Martin & Union CRE
often this is what happens un- ed monetary work incentives
THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
der the present system.
more generous than those alLast week a bill was intro- lotted in the House-passed bill.
JULY 1 - 2 - 3
duced in the House of Repre- In a period of more than two
DOUBLE FEATURE
sentatives which would attempt years, only 235 families workto correct this problem. The ed their way completely off
Starts At Dusk
bill would place restrictions on welfare, while at the same time,
the amount of money candi- tens of thousands of new famiThe
House That
dates for Federal office could lies were added to the welfare
spend in their campaigns. Fur- rolls.
Dripped Blood
thermore, there would be strict
If the City of New York had
— AND —
regulations governing the re- such a bad experience with its
porting of such expenditures plan, what reason do we have
Shalako
and tough penalties for viola- to expect a Federal program,
tions.
which provides a smaller InSuch gimmicks as setting up centive, to be successful?
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
front committees out of state
Today there are approxiJULY 4 - 5 :6
and other such devices would mately 12 million Americans
be outlawed. Violations would on the welfare rolls. Under this
DOUBLE FEATURE
be punished by barring
the new plan, 26 million people
Starts At Du*
offending candidate from tak- will be either wholly or paring office or seeking election tially dependent upon their govOutlaw
Rider
for a specified number of years. ernment. That is one out of
This bill is scheduled for every eight Americans. Fur— AND —
hearings next month in the Com- thermore, the Administration
Run Angel Run
mittee on House Administra- estimates that it will cost an
tion, of which I am a member. additional $5.5 billion per year,
No doubt there will be consid- yet many experts feel that the
STARTS WED., JULY 7- S erable
argument over what cost will be much higher —perthe dollar limitation would be haps as much as twice that
Gimme Shelter
and how strong the penalties amount.
would be, but I personally feel
that we have the makings of
a good law here.
If the bill turns out as I hope
it will, the doors of Congress
— in Operation 68 Years —
will be opened to many men of
outstanding ability who have
Large
Diplay
limited financial resources.
Well Lighted At Night
At the same time, there is a
chance that candidates will be
Open Sunday Afternoons
freed from pressuring politiW. D. Powers
cal obligations which are often
Greenfield
incurred in the process of raisFulton
Phone 23522,3
ing campaign funds. And there
Phone 472-1853
is a chance that we can parJ. B. MANESS & SONS
tially correct the situation
which causes our main source
Greenfield, Tenn.
of strength to be one of our
main sources of weakness.
I would be most interested
in hearing your views on this
proposal. Just write to me, Ed
Jones, in care of the House of
Representatives, Washington,
D C. 20515
Recently, the House of Representatives passed a
bill
which, if passed by the Senate,
will have far reaching consequences. I am referring to the
legislation which takes a giant
step toward providing a guaranteed annual income for cal-

NOTICE

Members Of Western Dark rued
Tobacco Growers Association

The annual meeting of the members will
be
held at the office of the Western Dark
Fired
Tobacco Growers Association, Murray, Kentucky, Wednesday, July 14, 1971, at 11 o'clock
a. m. for the purpose of hearing the
President's
report and a general discussion of the cooperative's affairs.

REMEMBER SAFETY
Before you adjust, repair or
unclog any machinery, be sure
you stop the machine to ovoid
injury.
VO-AG NEEDS SUPPORT
More than 11,000 vocationagriculture teachers are helping train young people for
agribusiness careers in the
United States. Support your
local so-ag programs.
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MARY W. ALLBRITTEN,
Secretary
FOURTH STREET
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Mrs. Bright

Gospel Meet
Opens Sunday
At McConnel

"Concern For Students" Gains
Top UTM Award For Miss Payne
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A well-known resident
of
A former resident of South
A one-week Gospel Meeting
Fulton and a retired Weakley
Faculty devotion and an in- onstrated the highest degree
County farmer Jesse W. Johns, Fulton, Mrs. Commodore at the McConnell Church of
Faculty
Disciplinary
Board
Bright,
died
Sunday morning, Christ will open next Sunday, stitutional philosophy founded of teaching excellence." T. 0.
died at the Fulton Hospital at
and the Election Commission.
June
27,
at
dedication tb superior qual- Lashlee of Humboldt, presion
July
4th.
her
home
in Mem4:30 a. m. Monday, June 28.
Her
son,
Dr.
James
Franklin
Services on Sunday will be at ity teaching go hand-in-hand dent of the Alumni AssociaHe had been Ill only a short phis.
Payne of the Memphis State
Born Ethel Mae Matthews 11:00 a. m. and again at '7:30 at the University of Tennessee tion,
made the presentation. University
time.
faculty, was also
of South Fulton, she was the p. m.; weekday services will at Martin.
Currently president of the selected
Johns was the son of the late
this year by the facSuch a striking blend WRS Tennessee Philological AssoJohn and Mary Midgett Johns of daughter of the late R. S. and be each evening at '7-30 p. m.
ulty, students and alumni for
Louise
evident
Whitsel
The
UTM's
meeting
at
ciation,
June
will
conclude
comMatthews.
on
Mrs. Payne is active his distinguish
Graves County, and was born in
ed teaching on
After her South Fulton High July 10th.
mencement
exercises when in numerous professional orTennessee on March 5, 1891.
that campus. Dr. Payne, a
Speaker for the meetings will Mrs. Mildred Y. Payne, an as- ganizations. She received the
His wife, Mrs. JennieColley School graduation, she moved
1962 graduate of UTM, was
to Memphis and had made her be Wyatt Hall; Thomas Smith sociate professor of English, Pi Sigma
Phi Teacher Award the first person to receive
Johns, died in 1969.
a
home there ever since.
was named the
will be song director.
University's at UTM in 1969, held a naSurvivors include two daughbachelor's
degree in liberal
Surviving is her
The McConnell Church of Outstanding Teacher for her su- tional office in the National
husband,
ters, Mrs. Henson Jones, Fularts
from
the
U-T
Martin
ton, and Mrs. Harry Galbreath Commodore, a sister, Mrs. Christ is located on the Fulton - perior teaching abilities and Council of Teachers of English campus.
concern for the individual stu- in 1967, served as president
of Lincoln Park, Michigan; and Paul Roper of Atlanta, Geor- Martin highway.
Mrs. Payne, the widow
of
gia; and a brother, Robert D.
dent.
of the
Tennessee
one son, Charles, also of Fulton.
Folklore long-time Presbyterian minMatthews of South Fulton.
Nominated
by
her
Few
Society
colleagues
Mexican
from
s
Owned
1966 to 1968 ister S. 0. Payne of Martin,
A brother, Gaither Johns of
Funeral services were held
and a random sampling of stu- and
received six
Dresden, and two sisters, Mrs.
national earned the bachelor's degree
Tuesday, June 29, at the St. Land Before Revolt
dents and alumni, she was se- awards for Outstanding
Dean Terrell of Fulton, and
Year- from Athens College, a masLuke's Methodist Church in
MEXICO
-lected
to
honor
CITY
by
receive
—
book Adviser.
the
Before the
Mrs. Mary Colley, Bartow,
ter's degree in educational ad-Memphis. Burial was in Aber- 1910 Involution, the concentraratings
given
students
by
in
Co-author
with the late Harry ministration
Florida, also survive.
from Murray State
deen, Mississippi.
lecture
classes
H.
during
tion
Kroll
the
of
of
land
ownership
"Mounds
He leaves seven grandchilin Mexico
in the University and a second
masspring quarter. The award in- Mist," she has published
exceeded anything known at
dren and three great-grandshort ter's degree in library science
cluded a $500 stipend given stories and scholarly
children.
articles from the University of Arkanpresent, with less than 4 per
annually by the U-T General In many professional journals.
Funeral services were held
sas.
cent of the farmers owning any
Alumni Association to the UTM
At UTM she is a member of
Wednesday, June 30, at the Oak
land.
faculty member "who has dem- the Faculty Senate, the Student- SHOP
Grove
Church of
OUR ADVERTISERS
Christ.
Alonzo Williams officiated at
the ceremony, and burial was
in the Oak Grove Cemetery.

Senator Cook
Hits Crime,
Delinquency

The sale of E and H Savings
Bonds
in Kentucky is down
$10,983 over last year's, according to the figures recently
released by the
Department
of the Treasury.
At this time last year, sales
were $104,606, as opposed to
the $93,623 figure of this year.
As noted by William H. Kendall, Volunteer State Savings
Bonds Chairman for Kentucky,
the Payroll Savings Plan for
U. S. Savings Bonds is uniquely
a part of the American free
enterprise system.
It fosters systematic thrift
to help individuals accumulate
capital for personal goals; it
develops reserves of purchasing
power for local coming power for local communities; and it provides noninflationary financing for public debt, thus promoting stability and preserving the purchasing power of the dollar.

Wool Growers
Vote Affirmative
Fulton County ASCS Office
released the following as the
result of Wool Referendum held
In mid-June. Ten of eleven
eligible voters participated.
Eight producers, owning 490
sheep, voted favorably. Two
producers, owning 108 sheep,
voted unfavorably.
National
results are not known at this
time.
The issue on which the voting was based was whether or
not the Secretary of Agriculture and American SheepCounell would be permitted towithhold one and one-half cents
pound of shorn wool dedil212bd from farmer's Incentive Payments.
National results will be announced as soon as received.
FARM WORKERS
The U. S. farm labor force
averaged 4,486,000 workers during 1970.

Introducing Our Churches- God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Mamie B. Dobson

Noting that the
country's
best hope in reducing crime
Mrs. Mamie B. Dobson, a in America is to reduce
julong-time resident of Wingo, venile
delinquency, Senator
died Monday morning, June 28, Marlow Cook
introduced his
at the Mayfield Hospital after "Juvenile Delinquenc
y Prevena six-week illness.
tion and Rehabilitation Act of
Born April 10, 1888 in Graves 1971" in the Senate, Thursday,
County, she was the daughter June 24.
of the late John and Lucy MothSenator Cook said the bill
erall Dobson.
will increase emphasis on the
She was the widow of Perkin alternatives to the incarceraB. Dobson who died in 1963. tion of youthful offenders by
Survivors include two sons, funding state programs which
Noble and Edward Dobson, both offer alternative methods
of
of Wing°, two grandchildren, detention or rehabilitation.
Gail B. Dobson of Cuba and Mrs.
The ,,act also places heavy
W. T. (Buddy) Rushing of Lone emphasis on the establishment
Oak, Ky.
and maintenance of compreAlso surviving are two broth- hensive programs of drug abuse
ers, Alex of Brandon, Mis- education and the prevention,
sissippi, and Noel of Gilberts- treatment and rehabilitation of
'dile, Ky.; and two sisters, Mrs. drug dependent youth.
0, C. Crawford and Mrs.Ruth
The senator said this attenWadlington, both of Fort Worth, tion to
drugs reflected his
•Texas.
deep concern over the fact
Mrs. Dobson was an active that young people under twentymember of the Cuba Church one are arrested at the rate of
of Christ.
one every five minutes on drug
Services were held Wednes- violations alone.
day, June 30, at the Cuba Church
Cook, who serves as the rankof Christ, with Brothers James ing Republican on the juvenile
Shockley and Charles Nelson of- delinquency subcommittee of
ficiating.
the Senate Judiciary CommitInterment followed in the tee, was joined by twenty-two
Dobson cemetery.
other senators who wished to
co-sponsor the measure.
GEOLOGIC MAP
A new gerdogic map. covering part of the Hickman Quad- • Chestnut Glade
-reside including Fulton CounBy Mn. Harvey Vaughan
vtiggraesnrspdOnste41610
nilliiiVersiltY'61 Kentucky. Copies
Apparently the weather Is
of the map may be purchased
a never ending topic for confor $1.30 from the Kentucky
versation.
A short time ago
Geological Survey, Mineral Inmuch
complaint was heard
dutries Building, UK, Lexingconcerning the cold, dry weathton.
er that kindered the growth
of all plantings. That com• GOOD SPRINGS plaint has now changed to the
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
hot, dry weather, with some of
the nearby communities suffering
for the want of rainfall.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Huss of
Truman, Arkansas, were week- This community has a very fine
rain
a
week ago which is reend visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
sulting in a very fine growing
Ray Bruce and children.
Mrs. Mary Lou Jones and season.
The many friends and relaMr. and Mrs. Allmon McGuire
have returned from a recent tives were saddened on Montrip to Chicago to visit with day morning when word was
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Eudy and received that Mr. Jessie Johns
family, and also to bring Mrs. had passed away after sufferJones' children home after a ing a heart attack on Saturday. Funeral services are in-.
visit there.
complete at this time.
John Glisson has been moved
Mrs. Dean Terrell received
from Veterans Hospital, Memword that her niece, Mrs.Bluephis, to the hospital at Millingbell Johns Lockwood had sudton. Parents Mr.and Mrs. Verdell Glisson visited him on Sun- denly died of a heart attack
at her home in Terrence, Calday.
ifornia. She was the daughter
Mr. and Mrs.John Smoots and
of
Byron and Grace Conner
Mrs. Rhoda Cook from near
Johns, who lived in this comMayfield came for Mrs. Mae
munity years ago.
Byars last week. She reports a
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Griffin
very enjoyable visit.
from Chicago are visiting
A bridal shower was given
relatives
in this community.
Saturday evening at the One and
Mr. and Mrs. Guayon BrunAll Club for Miss Ann Cunningdigs and Robert from Stanford,
ham. Many nice gifts and a good
Kentucky, are visiting in this
variety were received.
community and near Dresden.
Mr. and Mrs. Durell McCall
Reports from
Laverne
brought Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Williams from Weakley County Owensby, a patient at the BapNursing Home to spent the day tist Hospital in Memphis, is
that he remains in a serious
with them and enjoyed a fish
dinner last Wednesday. Others condition.
Mrs. Ellen Brown received
enjoying the occasion were Mr.
word that her aunt, Mrs. Edna
and Mrs. Huel Wright, Mrs.
Augusta Reed and Charlie Mc- Grub
Grugett, remains Ins very ernCall.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Athey of !cal condition and has not been
Bedford, Indiana, stopped to conscious for several weeks.
Jim Burke, who has been a
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Klyce
Parker Sunday, Mrs. Athey Patient at the Fulton Hospital
was formerly Elizabeth Byars for the past Week, remains unwho taught school at Welch improved.
An invitation is extended to
during the 90e,
Clay and Keith, sons of Mr. all relatives and friends to atand Mrs. Jack Parker, Union tend the gathering at the liarVaugtuis
next Sunday,
City, spent several days last vey
week with grandparents, Mr. which falls on July 4. Word
has
been
received
that relaParker.
and Mrs. Klyce
Mr. and Mrs. Denny Jackson lives from several states are
and baby have moved into the planning to be present.
Mrs. Mark Nix from San
house formerly occupied by
Antonio, Texas, has returned
'the Joe Welds.
Donnie Wilson and Sheila to her home alter visiting relaRobertson were married in the lives here the past two weeks.
Christian Church at Reidland,
-Kentucky, on Friday night. Thereception was held at the Civic
following the cereCenter
mony. They win live at MayThe News takes pleasure In
field, where Menlo ls employwishing the following friends
ed. Those from Dukedom at"Happy, Birthday": Barry
tending
the wedding
were:
Blackwell. Eloise Hicks, July
Mrs. Malcolm Alford, Tracey
and Tanna, Mr.and Mrs. Durell 1; Charles Andrews, Paul Nanney,
Margaret McGuire, A. D.
McCall, Miss Lucile Bram,
Mrs. Alma Vincent and grand- Robertson, July 34 Hugh Rind):
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cleoe ton, July 3; Rick Arnold, Eugene Lassiter, Mrs. Ira Dixon,
Work
July 4; Clarice Thorpe, July 5;
Work.
Roy Westbrook came home Debbie Butts, Harry McKinney,
from Veterans Hospital, Mem- Jr., John Sisk, Pamela Henderson, Elizabeth Wilkins, July 6.
phis, last Wednesday.

Bond Sales In
'71 Are Lagging

CHRIST TEMPLE HOLINESS CHURCH

(Picture Courtesy of Gardner's Studio)

Christ Temple Holiness Church is located in South Fulton and

Rev. F. L. Lawrence is the pastor.
REV. F. L. LAWRENCE
Pastor
Sunday School is held at 10:00 a. m., morning worship
at 11:00

a. m. each Sunday, and prayer meeting is
held each Wednesday

evening at 7:30 p. m.

This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms . The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

Liberty Super Market
South

Fulton, Tennessee

Hkkman-Fulion R. E. C. C.
-Live Setter Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Street
Fulton, Ky.

472-1412

M & B Gulf Station

E. W. James and Sons

Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

4724060

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.
2.14-2655

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Storit—or at your doer
Fulton, Ky.
472-3311

Fulton, Kentucky

SUPERMARKETS
Hickman

South Fulton

Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

Fulton Electric System

472-1471

Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

30$ Main Street

472-1342

Compliments of

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
mcsson
Clinton, Ky.

453-3771

OBION COUNTY

JENNIFER PAGE

Jennifer Page
Graduates In
Los Angeles
Jennifer Page was among
the 1014 students who received their diploma at University High School in Los Angeles, California on June 17,
1971.
Her diploma read as follows:
"This diploma is awarded to
Jennifer Pave, who has been
found worthy in character and
citizenship and has satisfactorily completed a course of
prescribed by the
study as
Board of Education. Jennifer
has been employed on the four
hour plan at B & B Sportswear
during school. She is enrolling
in junior college this fall at
Santa Monica.
Jennifer is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Carmi Page of
1004 Vine Street, Fulton, Kentucky.

— ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Aline Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hopains
and son Ricky have just returned to their home after spending a short vacation in Florida.
Mrs. Conrad Antosiak reDetroit by
turned home in
plane Saturday after spending a
week with her daddy and other
relatives here.
Mrs. Aleta Simpson has moved in the house next to Mr. and
Mrs. N. C. Dalton. We welcome
her to our neighborhood.
Mrs. Jo Cupples and son Steve
are visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Williams this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
spent a few days in Memphis
the last of the week and visited with their son Larry and
daughter, Mrs.
family and
Jimmy Gavrock and family.
We still have not had a rain
and do need one badly.
Everett Williams was a patient in the Veterans Hospital
in Memphis last week for a
check-up.
Mr. and Mrs. William (Bubher) Foster have bought the
house and lot on the corner south
of Dalton's Store known as the
Lawerence Taylor place. They
do not plan to move back here
for a while. We will be glad
to welcome them when they do
decide to move back.
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Williams
and their son and grandson visited Mrs. Everett Williams a
while Saturday afternoon.
My cousin, Mrs. Lupie Haley
of Paragould, Ark., called me
Friday. She is fine but her
brother, Tom Laswell is not
well and stays in bed most of
the time. He is soweak he cannot stay up.
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Antosiak of 19624 Waltham, Detroit, Michigan, will celebrate
their silver anniversary on
July 6
July 6. We wish for them many
more happy anniversaries.
This country was saddened
Monday morning when word was
received that Jesse Johns, lifetime resident of this country,
had passed away about 4 a. m.
that morning. He was known
and loved by all. He shall surely
be missed by all. Our deepest
sympathy to those he left to
mourn his passing.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hopkins visited Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams Saturday.

BEAUTIFUL CORN
Obion County Is now blessed
with a huge number of acres
of good looking dark green corn.
During last week I worked in
almost every section of Canon
County, and I have never obbetter looking corn
served
than we have in Obion County
at the present time. Almost
every farmer we visit has a
field of corn they want to show
us that is almost better than
the last field we observed. An
almost
more than adequate
amount of nitrogen fertilizer
has been applied to our corn
crop this year — and we give
adequate moisture and the nitrogen fertilizer credit for the
good dark green color of the
corn.
The corn acreage has increased slightly in °Mon County this year and we have about
45 to 50 thousand acres of
corn.
In any direction you looked
last week farmers were burning wheat straw and rushing
to finish up planting over 125,000 acres of soybeans in Obion
County. After the rains every
acre of soybeans needed plowing as soon as possible even
though a lot of acres of beans
had been pre-emerged for weed
control. Most local farmers
are well pleased with results
of pre-emerge herbicides on
soybeans this year.
— — —
INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT
HOGS IN
HOT WEATHER
When handling hogs in summertime heat, here are some
points to keep in mind: When a
hog's internal heat builds up
faster than it can be thrown off—
end he isn't cooled down — a
hog may die from overheating.
— A hog loses 75% to 80% of
his excess body heat through
his lungs, by cooling the body
surface and air movement. —
When the temperature is 100
degrees, a hog must breathe'
almost 20 times faster for the
same cooling effect than when
it's 80 degrees. — Since the
cooling effect of air movement
and body radiation are reduced
as temperatures climb, the
cooling demand on a hog's lungs
are seven times greater at
100 degrees than 80 degrees.
— The heat generated by 100
head of 250 lb. hogs is sufficient to warm a 5-room house.
— — —
HOG CHOLERA
When the hog cholera eradication program was started in
Tennessee, we heard a number
of people say they didn't think
this job could be done. Tennessee Is now in the final stage
of the Hog Cholera eradication program and the last case
of Hog Cholera in Tennessee
was found on January 1st near
Dover in a hog herd that was
being fed garbage from Fort
Campbell, Ky. If Tennessee
can go 6 1/2 more months
without a case of Hog Cholera,
Tennessee will be declared a
Hog Cholera Free State.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
July 6 — Feeder Pig Sale —
Lexington
July 9 — Lawn and Garden
Open House — Experiment Station, Jackson
July 12 — Feeder Pig sale—
Huntingdon
July 14 — Feeder Pig Sale—
Brownsville
July 20 — 1st Agriculture
Experiment Station Field Day—
UTM Martin

B&PW Group
Attend Meet
At Mayfield
Several area women attended
the annual planning session of
the Business and Professional
Women's Clubs of District One
on Sunday,June 27, in Mayfield.
Those attending from Fulton
and South Fulton were
Anna
Lou Caldwell, district assistant
director and president of the
local chapter, Mrs. J et t a
Speight; Mrs. Zuaneta Phelps,
club membership chairman;
Mrs. Helen Allen, personal development chairman; Mrs. Ramelle Pigue, publicity chairman; and Mrs. Ruth Puckett.
In 1970 Brazil produced 410 •
047 motor vehicles.

RANDOM PHOTOS AT Last Saturday's YMBC Horse Show

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following persons were
patients in Fulton's hospitals
on Wednesday, June 30:
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Commemorative Cachet Will
Herald Apollo 15 Flight

HILLVIEW
Tina Hicks, Mayfield, Albert
Croft, Jr., Hickman, Barbara
Linder, Phyllis Gatewood, Wingo; Iola Roberson, Crutchfield; Joicy Morris,
Jack
Groaning, Clinton, Jessie Lee
Warren, Ann Fenwick Brenda
Rowlett, Becky Puckett, Robert
Thurman, Fulton.

There was a lbt of decorating to do during the afternoon, and everyone
who could spare an hour or so came out to the ring and went to work.

Manned Spacecraft Recovery die scheduled July 26 launch of
Forces of the U. S. Navy will Apollo 15, covers should be
provide commemorative cachet received prior to July 2.
and cancellation services for
In accordance with U.S. Postthe upcoming Apollo 15 manned
regulations, only United
flight to the moon.
al
States
postage may be used on
permit
adequate
time
for
To
submitted. Stamps
handling of covers, collectors covers
should send PRE-STAMPED. (postage) of other countries or
SELF-ADDRESSED envelopes the United Nations cannot be
FULTON
to the appropriate coordinator used. CASH, MONEY ORDERS
Mattie Laws, Paimersville;
at least three weeks prior to OR CHECKS IN LIEU OF POSTReilly Bushart, Myrtie Fields,
the scheduled launch date for AGE CANNOT BE ACCEPTED.
Jerry Lacewell, Laverne MorIt is requested that collectors
the mission. U. S. postal rates
gan, Wingo; Ralph Bostick,
may undergo a change in 1971. furnish standard size covers,
Edwin House, Clinton, Nell
3
5/8 inches by 6 1/2 inches,
check
urged
to
are
Collectors
Eakes, Hickman; 0, G. Howell,
with their local post office re- with a filler inserted to simCrutchfield, Maude Vincent,
garding applicable rates. For plify handling.
Dukedom, Jim Lafoon, Ste
Due to the popularity akt the
Starks, Sue Wiggins, Marie
cancellation service and the
Wray, Water Valley; Robbie
limited postal facilities on reClifton, Amanda Jonakin, Mary
covery ships, each recovery
Wagster, South Fulton;
Ira
force coordinator will ACCEPT
Armstrong, Nell Bennett, Jim
A MAXIMUM OF TWO COVERS
Burke, Ralph Brady, Opal CanFROM AN INDIVIDUAL COLter, Fred Dyer, C. C. Graham,
LECTOR.
Sue Hancock,H. L. Hardy, Betty
When more than the authorizAnn Hefley, Cozette Hill, Lula
ed number of covers is receivBelle Hopkins, J. L. Lewis,
ed, they will be returned unFive new teachers will be processed. Covers received too
Lura
Pewitt, Sarah Powell,
Ira Rains, Alice Fields, Grace added to the Fulton City school late for distribution to Recovery
the Force
Robey, Peggy Spraggs, Russell system this fall, four at
units will also be returnTaylor, Chester Wade, Mildred high school and one at Carr ed unprocessed.
school.
Elementary
Yates, Maggie Pickering,
Addresses for the Atlantic
Gene Sides, a University of and Pacific area coordinators
Maude Matheny, Ruby Moran,
Tennessee at Martin graduate, are
Fulton.
Apollo 15 Covers, Task
will be the football coach and Force 140, Naval Air
Station,
assistant basketball coach.
Norfolk, Va. 23511 and Chiefgraduated from UTM in In-Charge (Apollo
He
15), Task
WEATHER REPORT
1969 and was assistant coach at Force 130, Navy Terminal
Post
Milan High School in Milan, Office, Fleet Post
Office, San
(From current readings and Tennessee, for two years.
Francisco, Calif. 96610.
Sides is married and has a
records of Jim Hale, South
4-month-old son, Jason.
Fulton.)
Gwin Wood will be added as
Preelp. the basketball coach and assisDole High Low
tant
football coach.
JUNE 1971
He attended Marion Military
1"
1
76
64
junior college, on a
0 Institute, a
2
91
58
football scholarship, and trans9
3
95
64
State UniArkansas
ferred to
0
4
98
68
versity.
0
5
98
70
Wood has been head track and
Marvin E. Hill III of Brighton,
0 basketball coach and assistant
6
97
69
a June graduate of the Univertrace football coach for the past two
7
80
70
sity of Tennessee at Martin
1.4 years at Wetumpka High School
8
88
61
and newly commissioned officer
9
85
62
in Wetumpka, Alabama.
in the United States Army, has
10
0
94
65
He and his wife have a 9- been notified by the Office ofthe
11
95
month-old son, Jeff.
Surgeon General that he has
12
96
.1
71
Lynn C. Bowlin, a math in- been awarded a four-year medsingle ical scholarshipby the Depart13
97
70
trace structor, is the only
0 teacher added.
14
91
70
ment of the Army.
Bowlin graduated from UTM
.1
15
89
68
He plans to attend the UT
MathMemphis
Units in
Medical
16
94
64
.6 in 1970 with a Bachelor of
in
taught
one
year
ematics
and
where upon graduation he will
17
96
66
0
Army
a
Missouri
school.
Regular
11,
S.
enter
the
69
18
97
0
His home town is Dukedom, as a captain. The scholarship
19
92
0
66
graduated provides full tuition and fees
92 '68'
20
3 Tennessee, and he
Dresden High School.
for his professional studies In
21
91
70
.2 from
Cooper Patterson has been addition to his regular pay as a
22
87
65
added as the new music and second lieutenant.
23
9e
64
trace
band teacher.
At U-T Martin, he served as
24
98
68
0
He graduated from Bethel president of the Scabbard and
25 100
73
0 College with a Bachelor
of Blade Society and wirE the ROTC
26 102
73
0 Science in Music in 1971, and cadet brigade executive offi27 101
74
has yet had no teaching ex- cer. He received the bachelor's
28
94
68
perience.
degree in liberal arts at UTM's
29 100
71
trace
The music instructor is a June 11 commencement exergraduate of Camden High School cises.
and is married.
Johnny Covington, the only
elementary school teacher addNews From Our
ed, is the new assistant football and basketball coach and
Boys In The
social science teacher.
Covington received his B. S.
In physical education
from
Kansas State College and was a See us for -. graduate assistant with duties
as a backfield coach and scout. Your Insurance Needs
He is originally from Fulton
WIESBADEN, Germany-U. S.
Air Force Master Sergeant Max and graduated from the Fulton
High
School in 1963.
W. Long, son of Mrs. Bernice
The coach is married and has
Long of 20'7 Babara St., FulFulton 472-1341
ton, Ky., has arrived for duty one daughter, Amy, one and
at Lindsey Air Station, Ger- one-half years old.
many.
Sergeant Long, a budget technician, is assigned to a unit
of the Air Force Communications Service which provides
global communications and air
traffic control for the USAF.
He previously served at Griffis
AFB, N. Y. He has also served 12 months in Vietnam.
The sergeant attended South
Fulton High School and comNew Color 1..9. & Phones
Directly onlhe ocean
pleted requirements for
in all rooms
his
Private Beach
diploma altering the Air Force.
Beautiful motel rooms
Swimming Pool
He also attended Bruce Busiand fully equipped
Air-Conditioned, heated
ness Institute in Martin, Tenn.
efficiencies with two
Coffee Shop
new double beds
Cocktail lounge
CREDIT CARDS HONORED:
Self Service Laundromat
Diner's Club
USS Enterprise —Navy LieuFree-Self parking at your
American Express
tenant Commander Hendon 0,
door
Carte
Blanche
Wright, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Pool Table
Master Charge
Hendon 0. Wright of W. State
Shuffleboard
Bank-Americard
Line Road, Fulton, Ky., has
Charges
Free golf next block
deployed to the Western Pacific
24-HOUR SWITCHBOARD SERVICE
aboard the nuclear attack aircraft carrier USS Enterprise
for duty with the U. S. Seventh
Fleet.

Five New
Teachers
Hired Here

Marvin Hill
Wins 4-Year
Scholarship

Since there is not a grandstand at the new ring, spectators selected
their own positions around the large oval. This is Just a partial view of
the throng who attended the event.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

SERVICE

RICE AGENCY

Rivilt

A lot of work has been put out by the energetic members of the YMBC to
build the ring and to decorate it, clean it up, provide a permanent concession stand and other amenities. (Above) Judges' stand is located in
the center of the arena.

Final Lineup In Race
For Sheriff In Doubt
Five men already have announced they will be candidates
for the Democratic nomination
for Sheriff of Obion County in the
Aug. 7 primary but a check with a
party official today revealed that
none of them" have yet qualified.
Dwight Blackley of Hornbeak,
chairman of the Ohion County
Democratic Executive Committee, which sets up the primary
machinery, confirmed that none
of the five announced hopefuls
have yet taken the official step.
"This is June 16 and the
deadline for qualifyinq is 40 days
prim to the primary, said W.
Blackley. "The way I figure it,
that means the deadline is noon
Monday, June 28.
"I really wish those who plan to
run would start qualifying so we
could make sortie final plans,"

Mr. Blackley added.
The longtime Democratic
party leader said the committee
has estimated it will cost in the
neighborhood of $3,600 to hold the
primary and pointed out that the
candidates must pay the costs on
a share and share-alike basis
Announced candidates to date
include, in alphabetical order, G.
C
Coleman, Nathan Cunningham, Troy Jones, former
Sheriff Bob McCowan and Larry
'Buck' Taylor.
While Sheriff T.C. McCullough
has made no announcement of his
plans, he is eligible to succeed
himself and most political observers are confident he will be in
the thick of the campaign.
At least two other names are
being bandied about as possible
candidates - Cloyce Gnmes of

Luttrell Named
Marketing Mgr.
H. E. Luttrell, Farm Bureau
area field service director in
western Kentucky since 1967,
has been named manager ofthe
Kentucky Farm Bureau Marketing Association.
In his new position with Farm
Bureau, the 58-year-old Luttrell will supervise the organization's expanding marketing
program, including its livestock
and grain marketing activities.
His responsibilities will include coordination of services
furnished by the Farm Bureau
Ohio Valley Stockyard at Clinton.
Hornbeak and Elmer Mansfield
of South Fulton -- but their
remain
pure
candidacies
speculation.
Most interest is centered
around the race for sheriff but
there will be one other office on
the primary ballot.
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Resort Motel

• Conveniently Located—
lust minutes to all day or
night activities--Directly on
the ocean
Write or Call for Brochures
and rate Charts
D.1. Clark-Owner-Manager
Phone-305447.2613
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MURRAY, Ky. — A new hear- university by the Honorable Or
ing testing booth at Murray der of Kentucky Colonels, wil!
State University, partially fi- be installed this summer.
nanced by a $3,250 grant to the
Dr. Donald B. Hunter, dean 01
the School of Education at Murray State, said the hearing booth
is needed in the division of
Accent Dripless
speech and hearing to meet the
increasing need for hearing services, to fit hearing aids, and to
evaluate hearing aid effectiveness.
He pointed out that more than
Reg. $4.99
600 hearing evaluations were
provided at the speech and hearThis Week
ing clinic last year, but added
that hearing aid evaluations
could not be. made, Instead, parents in the area had to drive
children to Memphis, NashWE MAKE KEYS their
ville or Lquisville for the service.
Railroad Salvage
Dr. John Bartholomv. director,
Fulton, Ky. 'of speech and hearing stile
Lake St.
author of the grant proposal,
said the booth will be a "tre-
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Ray's
Call UI—

R121EMAIL
Ray's Hamburgers .. 25c
A Family Restaurani

FULTON. KENTUCKY

I the UT
Memphis
n he will
ar Army
holarship
and fees
;turtles in
• pay as 11

Southside Drug Company will fill —
_ MEDIMET Prescriptions For Employ's's Of
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company
of Union City, Tenn.
— Also Prescriptions For Employees of

General Tire and Rubber Company
of Mayfield, Ky.

SOUTHSIDE DRUGS,INCORPORATED

ANNOUNCING

Ipahb

served as
herd- end
the ROTC
Live offiachelor's
at UTM's
mt exer-

SECTION

Of interest to Homemakers

Safe Boating Week Will Open With
Kentucky Admiral's Parade July 4
Safe Boating Week will open
with a Kentucky Admiral's parade down Kentucky Lake from
Eggner's Ferry Bridge to Kentucky Dam Village State Park,
beginning at 9 a.m. July 4.
The participants in the parade
will be the U. S. Coast Guard
Auxiliary flotillas of Cambden,
Tenn., Murray, Clarks River,
Paducah and Moores-Gilbertsville, along with the Kentucky
Lake Power Squadron and the
Propellor Club of Paducah. The
parade will end with a picnic
at the park.
The eve-, is being planned in
the Department
cooperaticn
of Natural Resources of the
Commonwealth ,of Kentucky.
Gene Ray, representing Marshall County, is chairman for
the parade and picnic. Mrs.
George Hail, representing the
second district, southern region
of the USCGA, is the co-chair-

SECOND

NEWS

THURSDAY. JULY 1. 197-1

4-14
Torm or*
SALE SHOES
HALF-PRICE! IMP

Brighton,
UniverMartin
ed officer
.rmy, has
rice of the
I he has
ear medDepart-

OK Parisian Laundry & Cleaners

SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
•
P.cli. Veetke

SON4

SALE
STARTS

THURSDAY, JULY lst
SPRING AND SUMMER DRESSES
Potties, Juniors, Misses
and half sizes

1
3

OFF

LADIES' SPORTSWEAR
Slacks, Shorts, Skirts
Blouses, Coordinates

1

3

OFF

MEN'S SPRING & SUMMER
SPORT COATS

25% OFF

BAY FAMILY SHOE RIME

V4
dir1

edion

SUPER SAVINGS
Al Evans
Drug
is. alga a..

CLIP THESE COUPONS

Needs

ICY

I IIITON 11.11S

341

NUNTY, KY.,

With
The Arm?,icon
Red Cross.

Gene Taylor of Paducah Is Paducah flotilla; Don Burchman. Lt. Commander Larry
Palmer, USCG, is secretary and chairman of Safe Boating Week field, Murray and Calloway
with Shannon Taylor and Jerry County flotilla coordinator; Lecoordinator.
Each flotilla and boating Moore of Gilbertsville and Chief Roy Borgerding, Power Squadgroup will enter two contestants Douglas Pearce of the USCG as ron Commander; Henry Lane,
coordinator for Clarks River floin a beauty pageant to be held boat and parade coordinators.
Bill Wagner of Paducah is tilla; Mike Farmer, coordinator:
after the parade at Kentucky
Dam Park picnic area. Girls chairman of the Ride Around Dr. Robert Horton, radio and *
who have entered thus far are the Rivers for the Paducah Sum- communications chairman and
Miss Cindy Moore of Murray mer Festival. This event, sched- vice commander for the CamState University and Miss Lori uled July 5, will be joined by den, Tenn. flotilla; Kenneth KatYarbrough of Reidland High the USCGA flotillas, the Pro- terjohn, Kentucky Dam comSchool, representing the Power. peller Club and the Power munications coordinator;
Squadron; Miss Sandy Sears of Squadron. Wagner is vice comRobert Krutzer, Clarks River
the Paducah Parks and Recrea- mander of the Paducah flotilla boat solicitation; Mrs. Barbara
tion Department, Paducah flo- and is McCracken County coor- Pearce, beauty pageant chairtilla 27-2; Miss Rebecca Fields dinator for the festival cruise.
man; Roy Trammel, grounds
Others serving in various ca- chairman; Richard (Doc) Farand Miss Teresa Turner of
4711410(12
North Marshall High School, pacities for the weekend activi- rell and Neal Mason, Calloway
Gilbertsville Flotilla 27-1; Miss ties are Ed Hulett, publicity; County boat solicitation coordinJudy Novak of MSU and Miss Les Siegfried, commander of the ators-.
Debra Tamer representing the
Propeller Club; Miss Melody
Jones and Miss Cathey Winkel
of Paducah, Clarks River and
McCracken County Flotilla 27-4.
The new queen will be
The newest proceedure for your
mendous asset" that will enable crowned by Miss Vickie McDerthe clinic to provide a full range mott of Benton, the 1970 AdmirSTA-PREST — WASH N' WEAR — KNITS
of hearing evaluation services to al's Queen.
or your do-it-yourself fabrics.
children and adults in West KenThe contestants will be enterECONOMY
CLEAN AND STEAM
tucky.
,ained at dinner at 6:30 p. m.
(Try it and see how nice they look)
July 3 at the Kentucky Dam
ark Lodge as the guests of
1. Short Garments 49c
Robert Penrod of Kentucky
2. Long Garments 89c
State Parks, James S. Shrop3. All garments professionally dry cleaned
shire, commissioner of the Kenand moth proofed.
tucky Department of Natural ReInS411
4. Garments steamed in our new steam cabisources and Roy Trambel, superintendent of the park.
net.
The new queen will be pre5. Garments not touched up for the professented with a trophy, a crown,
sional look.
an Admiral's commission and a
6. Garments not spotted for difficult stains
weekend vacation at any Ken7. Leathers and fur trim excluded.
tucky State Park of her choice
8. Cash & Carry at our office.
with a companion.
A water ski show will be pre9. Request this plan — other than our regular
sented after the pageant by the
professional service.
State Parks Department and local talent.
The parade will be directed by
218 E. State Line
Phone 472-1700
the USCG and auxiliary members. The State Police water patrol will assist in patrolling both
;
-fhelierside and the ski show. ,
LAKE STREET — PULTON„ KY.
Trophies will also be presented to the best-decorated boats in
I hree divisions, houseboats,
cruisers, and run-abouts. The
judging will take place after the
queen is crowned.

!ar
ip

f

THE

Hearing Testing Booth
To Be Installed In '71

Bayer Aspirin
100's
Reg. ;1.17

a!,r011,l1111.,110/
_

88c

Wednesday and Thursday, June 30, July 1
.;

Lysol Spray

5- HAMBURGERS - - 99c

14-or.
Reg. $1.79

$1.25

(With This Coupon)

Burger Bar West Stale Line at College
FULTON, KY.
(Regular price without coupon)
."

—•••••••-

1111.11111,F, 101'1'41N
Wednesday and Thursday. June 30, July 1

99c

(With This Coupon)

FULTON, KY.
(Regular price without coupon)
t
-a

nt

ill11.‘4111
,..,....,...„,

I

1,1

-

.411

61.69

THURSDAY, JULY 1st

GILLETTE
N.H.. Blades

9: A.M. To 4: P. M.

49c
SCOPE,

„'‘./

11111

urger bar

Super Size
24-oz; Rog. $2.05

91.29
Intensive Care
10-ox. Lotion
Rog. Price $1.19

FULTON, KY.

REGISTER!

79c
116 %la Aft

WEST STATE LINE AT COLLEGE

The Obion County Voter Registration Books
will be at the South Fulton City Hall

Vs; Roo. ;Leo

Burger Bar West State Line at College

1
"1'"

99c
Alberto VO-5

Weenn

Hair Spray
17-oz; Rog. $2.35

4- CHEESEBURGERS

SOUTH FULTON
CITIZENS!

Foil 36's
Reg. ;1.19

r.

''
-,- -••••••.-

ATTENTION

Alka-Seltzer

'ili1.11''1,11‘'''i111111If
....--.'

_.

EVANS DRUG CO.
Lake St.

Fulton

The rdy Of South Fulton

v.*

EFFECTIVE AUGUST 1ST. OUR DOORS WILL CLOSE
BUY HUNDREDS
OF ITEMS NOW AT DEALER COST OR BELOW !! ALL SALES CASH
DII INC ROOM

uyarG Boom

8.Piece French Provincial Dining Room Suite by Basset

t Consisting

of Table,6 Chairs Large Table, China

$419.95

7 - Piece Dining Room Suite In Spanish, Table
with Formica Top.
$159.95
Spanish China Cabinet 38" Wide
_ $104.95
El' Corner China - Maple Finish
$49.95
;:- Hard Rock Maple Dining Table with Formi
ca Top
42" Oval
$88.95
Hard Rock Maple Dining Table with Formica
Top 48" Oval With
E 2- 12" Leaves
$109.95
F.:Round Maple Table with Pedestal Bus
__
$58.95
- Maple Dining Chairs
$14.95

E 6 Wood Chairs

7 - Piece Dinette Suites- Table,6 Chairs

$58.95

_ 5 - Piece Dinette Suites-Table, 4 Chairs

CARPET THROW RUGS
27"x 54"

$3.88

$159.95
__ $229.95
___ $239.95

3 - Piece, Sofa, 2 Chairs. Traditional Green _ _
2 - Piece Gold Traditional

$239.95
$179.95

Black Vynal Hide A Bed

$139.95
-THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE BIG SELECTION-

s OCCASIONAL TABLES
LADIES

ELGIN WRIST WATCH
$19.95

$28.95

OVER 50 DINETTE SUITES FROM WHICH

2- Piece Ea. American Green Tweed
3 - Piece, 2 Chairs, Sofa, Green Vynal Spanish
2. Piece, Sofa and Love Seat, Gold Quilt

Marble Top Coffee Table
Heavy Spanish Door Commode Tables

$24.95

Large Spanish Heavy Coffee Tables

$29.95

Spanish Octagon Heavy End Tables
Solid Maple End Tables Hard Rock
Maple Drum Tables

$29.95
$34.95

$28.88

$17.95

Maple Coffee Tables (Veneer)
French Provincial Cherry Coffee Table
French Provincial Cherry End Tables
Corner Tables
Victorian Marble Top Coffee Table

TO CHOOSE

altsmaNgaifiNE::10E BED BOON
- Piece Solid Hard Rock Maple Consisting of
Dresser. Nrarror.
5 Drawer Chest, Tall Poster Bed
$259.95
- Piece Solid Oak,Large Dresser, Lattice Bed.
P..arge Chest
$199.95
P-.Piecii'Maple Bed Riii!alSulte
_ $179.95
- its& Veneeitted fSolalib Suite
$88.88
- Drawer Chest of Drawers
$14.88
- Drawer Chest of Drawers Solid Maple
$69.95
F71'win Size Solid Maple Beds
$46.95
Maple Bunk Beds with Mattress
$74.95
Seel! Name Brand Bed Room Furniture at Whole
sale Prices.
BASSETT. WARD, FLANDERS AND OTHERS.

$ 5.95
$42.50
$44.50
$ 8.88
$79.95

Marble Top Lamp Tables

$19.95

Mahogany Quality Coffee Tables

$24.95

togAit CkBITIET

.."

Metal China With Glass Doors

$25.95
___ $16.95

Metal Utility Cabinet
Metal Clothes Wardrobe

Decons Bench In Maple
Solid Maple Roll Ton Desk

$32.95
$89.95

Maple Stereo with AM Radio
Pole Lamps
Men's Valet Stands In Maple
Carpet Hall Runner-27" Wide
Vynal Floor Covering

Por

Large Metal Wall Cabinets

$18.95

Cd
FRES

Lea
$2.95 Sauare Yard

FRES

$3.33 Square Yard
Heavy Acrilan Plus H Carnet
$4.65 Sauare Yard
Heavy Commercial Grade with Rubber Back
Kitchen and Den
Carpeting
$3.99 Square Yard

Grel

Appumnis

84c Sauare Yard
$1.88 Square Yard

Cushion Floor Covering

Serviced and Warranted by
Wade Furniture Company, Union
City, Tennessee
Electric Range Magic Chef
$146.95
Gas Range, Magic Chef

SMALL APPUANCES
Toasters, Mixers, Irons,

General Electric Upright Freezer
18' Frost Clear Refrigerator-Free

zer
20 Foot Side by Side Refrigerator-Free
zer
Deluxe Speed Queen Wringer With Pump
Speed Queen Multi Cycle Automatic
Washer
Speed Queen Deluxe Electric Dryer

Percolators Etc...
Less Than Dealer Cost
HEAVY VYNAL

BEDDING
Ortha Pedic Set Consisting of Innerspring
Mattress and Matching
1Sox Spring. 2 Pieces
$88.95 Set
Jimizon Extra Firm Unit With Solid
Foam Foundation
2Piece Set
$74.95 Set
ltiodium Firm Unit Cloud 49 Consisting of
Mattr
ess
and
Sox Spring-2 - Piece Set
_
$54.95 Set

t

LARGE CEDAR
$39.95

=soar :WOMAN

RECLINING CHAIRS
$47.95

VAN

GREE

OVER 5000 SQUARE YARDS IN STOCK. ALL rui
n
QUALITY WE PAD IT! INSTALL IT!!

$11.95
$ 8.95
68c AFOOT

Cho

$24.95

501 Nylon Random Shear Pattern

$89.95

Maple Bookcase

CHEE

Metal Base Cabinets With Formica Tops

Heavy Commercial Shag
$29.95

Pot

$29.95

cABgET
MISCELLANEOUS

A&

Deluxe Baby High Chair
Baby Play Pen,Large Size
Maple Baby Bed
Baby Bed Mattress Firm Foam

EVERY ITEM MUST BE SOLD

$139.95

$179.95
$239.95
$309.95
$119.95
$189.95
$138.88

$ 9.95

$14.50
$24.95
$ 8.95

REGARDLESS OF COST

YELL
Sql/

.4041.

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, July 1, 1971

SUPER-RIGHT GRAIN FED BEEF

eak Sale!

3.95
3.95
3.95

SEMI-BONELESS
HAMS

"GREAT on a GRILL!"

3.95
3.95

ROUND SIRLOIN- T-BONE

3.95

PORTERHOUSE

OR

FULL CUT
8.88

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.
NO PHONE ORDERS, PLEASE.

4.95

9.95
9.95

SUPER-RIGHT SHANK PORTION

4.95

SMOKED HAMS

7.95
5.95

230

LB.
BIGGEST SALE IN YEARS!

4.50
8.88

9.95

9.95

(NONE SOLD
TO DEALERS)

4.95

av iNtair
HAMS

5.95

8.95

9.95
4.95

GREEN

8.95

Cabbage

(NONE SOLD
TO DEALERS)
JANE PARKER

SANDWICH BREAD
BONELESS

road

blip Roast
BONELESS

Lo.994

Top Round

99$
LB.89c

BONELESS

lotto, Road

'ard
'ard

LB

LB 79t
.. ...LB $1.19
LB $1.19

Ground bud
Cobs Stook
Chip Stook

NEW YORK

Strip Stook

LB.$1.69

BONELESS ROAST

99t

Srloio Tip

LB.

Swiss Stook

LB 894

'NONE SOLD TO DEALERS"

'ard

if .
CALIFORNIA
LONG WHITE

SWEET

maw

EIGHT O'CLOCK
BEAN COFFEE

POTATOES

YELLOW CORN

6.95

3

D.95
3.95
3.95

LB. BAG

3.95

(SAVE 33

PRICES
GOOD THRU
SAT., JULY 3.

3.95
1.95

39
Jane Parker Buns
CakeEAC 394
Spanish Bar
HOT DOG or HAMBURGER

NEW FOR.YOU!

PICNIC•sToc

FOR YOUR
HOLIDAY OUTING'
(IN THE MEAT CASE)

16 OZ.
PKG.

JANE PARKER

Closed Monday, July 5- Open Till 8 pm. Sal., July 3rd

A?lelelelelelele e ell e 410 lell'Ap
FABRIC SOFTENER
in-.
.10
4111..
.10

.....-.

..•//.
.....
.0M
...m.

41.0.
..
..
•••••

.11111•1•

1.0.
.......
-

DOWNY
33 OZ. BTL.

694

+Mb
OW
-.MEI

WITH THIS COUPON
.011110.
-a Good Only At ALP Food Stores .....,
........
el....
......
....
•••••••
..„..
July
3
..., Coupon Good Thru Set..
-ma
......
O..1111•
........
Reg. Price Without Coupon
.a....
410.-.pop
Limit I Coupon Pa Customer

WEERNI%
AERO WINDOW CLEANER

AJAX
15 OZ. BTL.
WITH THIS COUPON
Good Only At ALP Food Stores
Coupon Good Thru Sit., July 3
Res. Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon Pee Customer

H

ARMOUR

73oz $11
Potted Meat•••.7CANS •
ARMOUR

AP el

MOH
VACUUM -PACK

MAXWELL
HOUSE COFFEE

PKG
OF
12

79$

I 1.0. CAN
WITH THIS COUPON
Good Only At ALP Food Stores
Coupon Good Thru Sat., July 3
Reg. Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon Per Customer

Vona Sausage
DAWN FRESH

Steak Sauce

5C(A)141

Page g
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lc Decision Without Dissent

Court Upholds Tax Rollback
*RANKFORT, Ky.
118it Court of Appeals ruled Frithe property tax rollback
enacted by the legislature
is constitutional and local
cte may not exceed the

eillngs.
The landmark decision, handdown without ihssent, means
hoots, cities an counties will
ve to look elsewhere for more

Tom Sawyer
Painting
Contest Set

Fulton, Ky,

Thursday, July 1, 1971

Page 4

MIN

472-1651

Now Thru Saturday
Double Chink!

SUMMER CLEARANCE
SALE

The annual Jaycees Tom Sawrevenue unless their citizens nual 10 per cent taxes Wayne' yer Fence Painting Contest will
if they wished, after which'the be held in conjunction with the
for higher rates,
v .
also appears to remove a tax revenue was to remain the Paducah Summer Festival at
'II/illy sensitive issue from same.
noon July 10.
the fall campaign for governor.
The exception for schools and
The winner of the local contest
The high court gave the same counties was net assessment will receive an all expense paid'
opinion in three different cases growth from new property. That trip to Hannibal, Mo., to par- from the Louisville Board of could be taxed additionally:
ticipate in the national contest
Education, the City of Ashland
The Louisville School Board next summer.
and the Northern Kentucky Area challenged the situation by subEntry cards should be sent to
Planning Commission.
mitting to the Board of Alder(
All three had tried to impose men a 1070-71 budget which call- Jim Neal, 180 Fisher Blvd., PaALL
THE WOK
taxes which exceeded the limits ed for the levy of a basic prop- ducah, and must contain parAPPALLIIM
set out in the 1965 act, and had erty tax rate 10 cents per $100 ent's consent.
caucbs..00kara.t
Contestants will be judged on
cited various reasons why they in excess of the authorized rollcostume, speed and neatness.
believed the legislative action back rate.
Contestants must be from 10 to
Co - Feature!
was invalid.
The aldermen refused to im- 13.
The appellate judges struck pose the extra tax, the
school
down all the arguments. The board
,
sued and Jefferson CU
school board, City of Ashland cult Judge Lyndon Schmid held plication in regard to planning
and planning commission have the rollback act unconstitutional. commissions was removed by
30 days to ask for rehearings. The appellate court thus has implication by the 1988 legislature when it passed a certain
The rollback act is known also overruled the lower court.
amendment to a statute.
as the tax freeze, but the high
The school board contended
SUN.Thru TUES.
"The argument has no merit,"
court made a distinction in using
the tax freeze constituted spe- the high court said. The purpose
A Report Card on The
that term. In the Louisville case
cial legislation and also violated of the amendment was to make
it said:
Love Generation
the U.S. Constitution's equal pro- changes in that section with re"It is true that the basic tax tection clause. It asserted
the spect to matters other than the
-SEErate that a school board has the
1965 freeze merely perpetuated rate of tax."
power itself to select is frozen.
existing inequitis.
Commissioner
RobAppellate
district,
The taxing power of a
The appellate court said, first, ert Cullen, who like the other
however, is not frozen because
that taxes must be uniform only three commissioners has no
district,
statute)
a
(the
under
"within the territorial limits of vote, wrote all three opinions.
by popular vote, can select as
LAKE STREET
the authority levying the tax"FULTON
The decision in the Ashland
high a rate as it chooses."
but that the amount of the tax and Northeni Kentucky areas
Color By Deluxe!
The controversy over taxes need
not be the same among were unanimous. In the Louis-OPEN FRIDAY NITEScame to a boil six years ago different
Patricia Wymer
district.
ville area six judges concurred,
when the Court of Appeals held
As for protection, it said, the but John Palmore did not.
Steve Stewart
that all property is supposed to rollback's
purpose was to probe assessed at 100 per cent of tect
inee•-•••••••-•-•-•-••-•-•••••
•••
taxpayers "against sudden
value.
substantial increases to their tax
Since the statewide average burdens
by action of their electassessment ratio at the time was
ed representatives."
only 30 per cent, this eventually
In fact, it added, the only way
would have meant tripling of this
goal could have been
assessments and much higher
achieved was through a freeze.
taxation.
"In practical effect the rollResponding to a public outcry
back law prohibits any local
over the situation, the General
school tax not approved by popAssembly met in special session
ular vote, with a 'grandfather
in 1965 and in effect imposed a
clause' exemption of existing
tax freeze.
It gave districts a couple of taxes," the high court said.
years to impose additional an- "This is a standard type of legislation."
Since the pre-1965 tax laws
were not special or local in any
regard, the judges said, the
freeze "was not one into which
the district was forced by any
requirement of former law not
applicable to all districts alike."
The Ashland case involved a
1969 ordinance levying a city
property tax in excess of the
rollback limit.,
A taxpayer sued the city and
won a judgment in Boyd Circuit
Court which held lhe ordinance
instil& The cfty-appealed and
has lost.
The city contended the legislature had no power to fix its tax
MOST COMPACTS
rate limits below the maximums
Comets, Corvairs,
specified in the constitution, but
Size 6.50 x 13 tubeless. plus
Falcons, Darts,
51.76 Fed. Ex. Tax and old tee
the high court said that arguSpecials and
Reg. ment was disposed of in a GallaValiants
tin County case which also holds
$99.95 true for cities.
The second objection by AshMEDIUM
land was that whereas counties
SIZE CARS
Size 7.75115, 7.75 0 14 or
are allowed extra taxation for
Camaro,, Chevrolets.
125 1 14 follies:, plus
$2.14 to $2.32 Fed. Ex. Tax
Chevy its, F-as,. Fair'
net assessment growth, cities
and
old tire.
lanes, Ambassadors,
are not.
Corvettes, Rebels,
The appellate judges said they
Plymouths and Tempests
are not completely convinced
USE OUR RAIN CHECK PROGRAM
cities can't benefit by the same
Because of an expected
heavy
for
growth but, even so, "We are
Goodyear
we may run out ofdemand
some slam
LARGER CARS
during thistires.
offer. but we will
be happy to order
not aware of any constitutional
Size 8.55 x 140, 8.55 0 15
Buicks, Fords, Dodges.
your
size
tire
at
the
advertised
price and issue
tubeless. Plus $2 50 to $2.54
you a rain
provision that requires cities to
Mercurys, Pontiacs,
Fed. Ex. Tax and old tire.
merchandise.check for future delivery of the
Oldsmobiles, T.Birds
be treated the same as counties
(in) extent of their tax-levying

I Whew Ilzporime..!

Sale Price

Men's Suits

WHILE THEY LAST
8-Horsepower

SAVE

(Only 2 left)

SALE PRICE

;9-Horsepower

$355.88

5-Horsepower

70.00
$425.95

Reg. $312.95

Model 2x5320

SAVE
SALE PRICE

5-'Horsepower

73.00
$239.95

Reg. $235.95

Model 2x5250
(Only I left)

Ladies Pant Dresses

$10.98

Ladies Dresses

1/3 Off

Ladies Swim Suits

25% Off

Ladies Blouses

SAVE
SALE PRICE

25.00
$210.95

WESTERN AUTO STORE
204 Lake Street

"THE MANIACS
ARE LOOSE"

1/2 Price

Boy's Shirts

SAVE
SALE PRICE

iOn1y 1 left)

57.00

Reg. $495.95

Model 2y5336
(Only 2 left)

Men's Sport Coats _ _ _ $15.00 and $20.00

Reg. $409.88

Model 2y5332

114

$25.00 and $35.00

$1.00

"THE YOUNG
GRADUATES"

KASNOW'S DEFI'. STORE

SERVICE
DA
IWARSTORES
0
0
G

VACATION VALUES

Fulton

SALE!

OUR LOWEST PRICED
=if WHITEWALLS

15

SAVE$30

16 •

01•11111111L

STI

DI
CA

PI

COMPLETE inclucfng
foot control at this
low price.
237/575
Does

sews on
buttonsl

adjustable
- yemwomms,whw z,
g zags.
WOMMAANV

FREE INSTRUCTIONS on
use of your new machine.
Take it home in its own
carrying case now!

We have a credit plan designed to fit your budget.

Fulton Singer Sewing Center
701 Broadway
;.:A Trackpolark of THE SINGER COMPAN v

South Fulton. Tenn.
APPROVED SINGER DEALER

Large New Shipment at:680
This includes Dan River permanent press
- Windjammer-Polyester and cotton
blends, shirt stripes and many more val-.
ues to $1.98

45-Inch Denim
Regularly $1.39

Now Only

770

Yd.

THUR.,FRI.,SAT.,
JULY 1-2-3

Yd.

(60-Inches Wide)

$3.66 and $4.66 Yd.
5c CARD
1/2 Price

GOODYEAR-THE ONLY MAKER OF POLYGLAS' TIRES

ENGINE TUNE-UP BRAKE RELINE
2988
2995

-PLUS-

THYCIME
IRON
BEYOND
SPACE-Tr-Lice=
HUI%
ANNIFTalf

Sun., Mon.,Tues., We
July 4-5-6-7

disc
brakes.
foreign

1126"Yi55m:luloar

Includes • New Spark Plugs, Points, Condenser • Our specialists will set dwell,
choke • time engine • balance carburetor
• test starting, charging systems, cylinder
compression, acceleration.

cars

dT

1,

•Install brake linings all 4 wheels
•Inspect Mstr. Cyl., hydraulic brake
hoses • Remove, clean, inspect,
repack front wheel bearings • New
fluid • Adjust all 4 brakes.

FREE! OIL e WBRICATION
3WAYS TO
PAY AT
GOODYEAR

FULTON singer SEWING CENTER
ccd,Mtif"YourAocal SINGER Dealer"
Piton* 479-1922

701 Broadway (Martin Highway) South Fulton

IF NEEDED:
Wheel Cyls. 87.50 ea
Drums turned $3.00 ea.
Front Grease Seals
$4 50 pr.
Return Springs 508 ea.

with engine time-up or brake
reline. $1 it premium oil used.
Offer ends Sat night.
TI

GOUDA/011/41

master charge
IF,

NOW AT YOUR NEARBY GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE
4••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4111

(With Fabric Purchases)

Fall Materials Arriving Daily!

1

except

GODS OF A GHASTLY GALAXY!

100% Polyester Knits

BUTTONS
All Zippers and Thread

The Northern Kentucky Area
Planning Commission also ran
into a citizen suit on a tax exceeding the rollback, loot in Kenton Circuit Court and now has
lost on appeal.
The commission's unique argument was that the rollback ap-

FULTON
PAIE

MO ERR

-.PETER

PITT COLE'O'MARA CUSHING
- PLUS--

Open Daily 7:30 a, m. to 3:30 p. m.
Tires and batteries priced competitively at the following Dealers:

-

1

'71
COLON
Wt
_

XMESDARREN
41110
'
ILMIARAM

CHARLES R. BENNETT GOODYEAR
4th & Depot Fulton, Ky.

CLINTON AUTOMOTIVE PARTS
Clinton, Kentucky

/Pee

Fulton, Ky.

FULTON OPEN SUNDAY 9 - 7

111.1"..6

TIN LIZZIE DRAWING SATURDAY
NIGHT 8 P. N.-DOUBLE STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAYS. NONE SOLD TO
DEALERS.

iturday
311111

Usso..!

BREAD

EMCEE
PAUJIIII
litatzmoiso.:

SALAD DRESSING

3 6% FRYERS

IIACS
SE"

MISS LIBERTY

Loaves

mis_eye
STEAK

49c

DRINKS
PICKLES DILL at. Jar

rEs"
aux.!
pner
vart

LIQUID

REEL FOOT

PRELL SHAMPOO

HOT DOGS

HOLIDAY

HEAD & SHOULDERS

PICKLES SWEET Whole hi. Jar 59c

SHAMPOO

CAKE MIX
VELVEETA
FONDA

PAPER

PLATES

40 ci. Pkg. ____ 3 Pkg. $1

Pkg

FRANKS

PORK STEAK
FRESH

4

IPAIIPWAIAIKAI L

Turners

lbs

lOc

jar

55c

5

Half Gal.

GRAPE

4- 16-oz. Cans _ $1.00

KETCHUP

ITI
:
TEIM
R:
ERLHODITN BAB B

PORK CUTLETS

VOT FAT
WASTY

d for
sizes
order
issue
If the

39c

5 Lb. Bag

4k

ROYAL OAK

CHARCOAL

$1.49

20 Lb. Bag __

29c

PICNICS

a r-ecut .

Lb. 69c
Lb. 590k

Lb. 79c

OLD FASHIONED

SAUSAGE

Lb. 49c

BOLOGNA whole or half stick Lb 39c

Buttto590
Southern Belle Porn
Tender Smoked
lb.

MISS LIBERTY SLICED

SYRUP VIET FAVOR 44-oz. size 79c

BACON

L&M

SHOULDER

PEANUT BUTTER 2 Lt2 Lb.Jar 99c

SWISS STEAK

4901
sphank 490
lb,

SPARE RIBS

Lb. 39c

380 HAMS

20-oz.
bottle

Ss.t Choice

LOIN BACK

COUNTRY STYLE

KING BEE

CHARCOAL

Lb. $1 19
.
- auE Lb.
:
$"
8si

79c k CHICKENS
.4 SMOKED PICNICS
FRONTAA 4
QT*
MUTFON

49c,

tgL

FRESH SHOULDER

18-oz. Jar

HEINZ

ROYAL OAK

Lb. 49c

COUNTRY STYLE

,

140LSUM JELLY

MACICERAL

PORK ROAST

CHUCK RoAst

8 oz.

STRAWBERRY 18-oz. Jar

CALIFORNIA

LB.

HIN_D
QT.
ArArAwArldwAsmar.w..u-mAwwmlimrArArAmar.mrAwAiri
lli
Lr
6.411
a

HOLSUM PRESERVES

10c

Lb. 25c

FRESH PORK
12 to 14 lb. avg.
WHOLE

Lb. 59c

-24411btirp.

16-oz. Can

FAT BACK

BOSTON BUTT

MILK

Ballard

DOG FOOD

3 Lbs. $1.00

NICE THICK

fIAMPFAIFIVAWAI

3

STRONG HEART

lb.

SMOKED JOWLS

390SHOULDER

KRAFT

101105 $1.
•
BISCLII

$1.29

12-oz. Pkg.

BAR-B-QUE Save 18-oz. Bottle 39c

2

YELLOW
SOLIDS

19-oz.

3 Lb.& Down Lb. 69c

SLICED

FRESH SLICED

MUSTARD

SPARE RIBS

Chickasaw
Sliced Rindless

2 Lb. Pkg.

BLUE PLATE

rdIFIIIIIIIIIIIIAIAWAVIIIIMPAIPWAIIKAPFAIII

2
2

99c
$1.29

1 CE

2 Lb.Box ___ $1.19

Lb. $1.09

REELFOOT SKINLESS

Duncan Hines
White - Choclate
Yellow

KRAFT

tAM

r brake
oil used.

49c

Lb. $1.19

SMALL MEATY

() BACON

&$7.50 addt. pur.

BONDS - HAMBURGER SLICES

UNG

STEAK

Lb. $2.19

ROUND STEAK
6-BOTTLE CARTON
limit-1 with coupon

lo

WHOLE
LB.

U. S. PRIME SIRLOIN

U. S. PRIME

BROWN & SERVE ROLLS 1,KG. OF 12 26c

TUES.
On The
Ion

U.S. GOVERNMENT
INSPECTED
GRADE 'A'

15 oz.

Miss Liberty

Qt. Jar _

Pagd 5

ic5

BLUE PLATE

ire!
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OPEN SATURDAY, JULY 3rd TILL
10 P.N. FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE OPEN MONDAY,
JULY 6th REGULAR
HOURS.
GREEN
(We Reserve Right To Limit) STAMPS

orton
lb.

CHICKEN BREAST
THIGHS _ Lb. 59c
LEGS Whole

Lb. 59c
Lb. 79c

Lb. 59c
LEGS _ Lb. 59c
49c

4 3911EMONADE 2 50
TISSUE
Vinegar Hush Puppies 20MORTON
EGGS
3
49
9
PORDBEANS
LEMONS
SOFTEX
BATH ROOM

MINUTE
MAID

ROLLS

4 TRADE WINDS

2
2
2
2

16-oz.

pkg.

2
2

Liberty
Grade `A'
Med.

1 t

D
P AIS
DISTILLED
:T

ift•

Gal
Jar

SHOWBOAT

BILTMORE

CORN Cream Style 5 - 303 Cans $1.00

LUNCHEON MEAT 3- 12-oz. cans $1.00

ARMOUR

HOLSUM

12-oz. Can

49c

7-oz. Jar

OLIVES

59c

SACRAMENTO

U-02. BOTTLE

TOMATO SAUCE

39c

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

Sc 1

DRINKS
I - 6 Bottle Carton-1 - Limit

With this coupon and $7.50 additional pur
chase. Exc. Tobacco and Dairy Products.
Lhnit 1 Coupon Per Family
Void After July 7, 1,11

limeemacootossesooectooseisees...•

shrimp
mp
9C
.
t2
AptirArArAerAradwor.er.drAirivm

SUNKLST
THIN SHIN
JUICY

RED

DOZ.

in Ak

EXTRA FANCY DEL.

APPLES

MORTON'S
TV Dinners
excluding
ham

LB. I

4B Bananas

LB.

GARDEN DELIGHT FROZEN

2-8-oz. Cans 2k REALEMON

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

FROZEN

20 OZ

12-oz.
can

300$
can

TEENIE WEENIE W. K.

TREET

Fruit pies

SEALED SWEET FROZEN ORANGE

Doz

6-oz.
cans

CORN FLAKES
KeRoggs 12os.
COUPON WORTH 10c

FRENCH FRIES

2 Lb.Bag

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

1

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

100-S&H GREEN STAMPS -100 i
With this coupon and purchase of any size
WATERMELON

No Purchase Necessary

Limit 1 Per Family

Void After July 7, 117I

Veld After July 7, 11171

3 FOR

35c LOPES

COFFEE

1 Lb. Can

S& W
COUPON WORTH 10c
No purchase necessary

79c

State Official Says:

Fulton, Ky.

Kentucky Can Have Biggest Birthday

Miss Donna

Casparian

Scout Camp Begms Monday
Girl Scout Camp will open 1969-TO in South India where she
Monday at the Bear Creek Girl studied the family planning proScout Camp on Kentucky Lake giam there. While in India she
near Fairdealing.
studied the country's classical
Mrs. Sally Jones, Camp Bear dance and Hatha Yoga. She will
Creek director, has announced bring to the Girl Scouts new intwo more staff members: Miss sight into the customs of other
Vicki Jo Stephens, a native of peoples.
Paris, Tenn., who is currently
Girl Scout Camp will run
studying speeds and drama at from June 28 until July 23, and
Murray State University. She is ooen for both one and twohas been in Girl Scouting for 11 week sessions to Girl Scouts of
years. She will assist in the all ages — Brownies, Juniors,
drama workshops and teach Cadets, and Seniors.
archery.
There are a few openings left
Miss Donna Casparian from for additional campers. For
inFulton, is the second new staff formation, call the Girl
Scout
member. She is pictured in a office in Paducah 443-8704.
South Asian Indian costume.
She recently received her BA ; 2,628 Exhibit At Fair
degree in Indian Studies from ' FRANKFURT, Germany—The
Wooster College. Her minor is 'recent International Frankfurt
in biology. Miss Casparian" Fair here drew 2,628 exhibitors
spent the summer of 1966 in including 685 foreign firms!
Brazil, and the academic year ;from 36 countries.

PAINT SALE!
One Special Lot
, BURK - HALL
°abide Snow - White

LATEX PAINT-

$4.50

CALM

(Clean up your brush with water!)

Fulton Paint & Glass Co.
301 Main St.

Fulton

472-3201

FRANKFORT, Ky.
A as part of routine accident relegislative committee approved, ports.
a proposed bill Tuesday which
Nett's concern appeared rewould raise to $200 the t dal lated to recent news stories
that
damages necessary in a traffic public safety is selling
driver
o
before participants had records to credit rating
agento
rt it to the Public Safety cies.
Department.
Disposing of a thick agenda,
Proponents said inflationary the committee, headed by Rep.
factors in effect have doubled Sherman Arnett, D-Clearfield,
the cost of minor Accidents in took no action on two proposals
recent years, and that the cur- outlined by Rep. Bruce Blythe,
rent 2100 requirement falls in
the category of fender-bender
To encourage motorists to
which merely clutters the rec- obey the law, Blythe said, the
ords.
cost of a driver's license should
While recommending passage be increased by $15 for each
of the $200 measure in the 1972 point assessed on a driving conLegislature, the Highways and viction.
Traffic Safety Committee held
"It is my opinion that our
up action on another part of the drivers would be encouraged to
package — providing prosecu- think twice . ..if the maximum
tion of anyone knowingly making cost of renewal of the license
false statements on such acci- would be $180," he said.
dent reports.
The maximum number of
The committee approved an- points is 12 — after which the
eTher i-rettitAbill —,410e which inotoriat's license la revoked.
alrisiltrifoce 4
'
410
.01/14
'
1 " rye")-exhiliiter& aiming
send accident reports to State ticket he had received from
Police in Frankfort.
State Police for exceeding the
Capt. William Mullins of the speed limit en route to the legPublic Safety Legal Division said islative meeting, and said it is
the centralization would help the making him think twice.
state keep complete tabs on
The proposal was sent to a
what is happening in regard to subcommittee. Blythe's second
vehicles and public roads.
recommendation — attaching
Rep. Carl Nett, fl-Louisville, Photographs to driver's licenses
balked at providing the names — simply was passed.
of motorists, saying "those who "This is a merchant's bill,"
seek financial gain can go find said Rep. David Van Horn, DU elsewhere."
Lexington. "They want it so
But he went along after it was they can cash
checks. We
pointed out the names would be shouldn't have
to pay an extra
available anyway to insurance dollar for a license
for that."
companies and other agencies
The major topic went unanswered: what must Kentucky do

Fulton FFA
To Compete
Nationally

Will Be Open All Day
MONDAY, JULY 5
Regular Store Hours
9: A. M.--9: P.M.
Giant Bargain Celebration
For The Whole Family!
Obion Square Shopping Cente
REELFOOT AVE.

UNION CITY, TENN.

SSk

FULTON, Ky.,,
The
Fulton County FFA Chapter has
been selected to represent the
Kentucky FFA Association in
the national contest for their
Building Our American Communities project.
The chapter was presented
the state award for their community building activities at the
Kentucky FFA convention in
Louisville. The Purchase Federation district award was also
presented to the Fulton County
delegation.
Furnished by the National
FFA in cooperation with the
Farmers' Home Administration
and the Lilly Endowment Fund,
the awards were presented by
Dale Stith, Kentucky Association
FFA president.
Activities of the Fulton County FFA included a massive
clean-up campaign, landscape
and beauty-planting demonstrations, planting of 28,000 pine
trees in the county, cooperation
with the Soil Conservation
Service, ASCS, Extension Service, and County Health Department in providing recreation,
beauty and pride in Fulton County.
Greg Chandler, Assistant FFA
president and FFA advisor
James M. Everett accepted th
awards. Others attending th
convention from Fulton Count
included Max Wilson, Jamiez
Alexander, Ralph Stroud, Doug,
Goodman, Harold Shaw, Larry
Haney, Brian Cruce and BlII
There are some 100,000 known
'species of butterflies -and moths
In the world.
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Tennessee State Program
Trains Citizens Far Jobs

By JEAN MORGAN, Sim-Democrat Staff Writer
would come where facilities were available, rather than
fa"Kentucky can have the biggest birthday party in
the na- cilities waiting for tourists.
tion in 1974-78," James Barnett, executive director of the
In making proposals for activities in Western Kentucky
Kentucky Historical Events Celebration Commission,
told repre- during the celebration, members of the audience said
that
sentatives of civic organizations during an informal
discussion this area does not share the 200-year-old traditions of other
at a luncheon-meeting Friday at the Cabana Club.
sections of the state and would have to concentrat
e on the tradiThe first permanent settlement in Kentucky, Ft. Harrod, tions of more recent
events, such as the Civil War. In this
which is now Harrodsburg, was established in 1774. The 100th connection, ColumbusBelmont Park was mentioned as one of
running of the Kentucky Derby also will take place. The birth- the best battlefield
monuments in the state.
day party will culminate in the nationwide celebration of the
The development of camping areas in both the state parks
U.S. Bicentennial in 1976.
and by private enterprise was urged by some members of the
Barnett has been talking with groups in all parts of the group. It was pointed
out that statistics compiled by the Land
state to find out what people can organize on the local level Between the
Lakes, the state Parks Department and the Corps
to bring visitors into the state. The preliminary talks, such of Engineers showed
that the area was visited 11.9 million
as the Friday meeting, will be correlated, he said, and some person-days last
year. Many of these visitors were family
more specific plans will come from the state office this fall.
campers, with more coming from other states
than from KenBarnett pointed out, like the average housewife who cleans tucky.
her home energetically when she finds she is going to have
Among the many suggestions coming from the group were
company, that the various areas of the state should begin- the compilation of
Kentucky cookbooks, an attempt to provide
exerting themselves to complete local projects and to invite real Kentucky entertainm
ent in the way of genuine folk music
.friends from other states to visit.
and square dancing, out-door dramas and other features.
It was pointed out that the obvious focal center for what
Barnett talked about pains for state welcome-center comshould be called "Far Western Kentucky" would be Paducah plexes which might
be established on major highways to prowhich is surrounded by the attractions of the Jackson Pur- vide both housing
and entertainment for tourists.
chase area and enhanced by rivers, lakes and parks.
Those attending the meeting were urged to consider other
Barnett urged the development of tourist attractions and ideas, both major and minor,
and to forward them to the state
the invocation of a good image through all employes who come commission through the
Paducah Chamber of Commerce.
in contact with out-of-state visitors.
The general agreement at the Meeting was that this setThe speaker also urged local residents to compile his- Non of Kentucky
would have to find an identity of its own in
tories of the area, both for general information and to put relation to the remainder
of the state. "Far Western Keninto the archives for future generations.
tucky" was a description that won approval.
Tourist facilities are much on the same order as the "Which
The meeting was sponsored by the Greater Paducah Chamcame first, the egg or the thicken?" question. In the nature ber of Commerce
and the executive director, William Murphy,
of things, however, Barnett inclined to think that
otourists served as host and chairman.

Bill Endorsed Raising Damage
Limit For Reportable Accidents

Thursday, July 1, 1971

Local citizens are training for
jobs and are advancing their
education in the experimental
and demonstration program in
basic remedial and prevocational
training sponsored here by
Tennessee State University since
last September.
Known as the "Lazy Susan
Project," the training is sponsored by theitiriarsity in three
centers-Union Cit5, Maury City
and Lexington-serving 20 West
Tennessee counties in the three
areas.
The local program covers
Lake, Obion, Weakley, Dyer and
Henry counties.
Area residents participating in
the project include Wendell Walls
of Samburg, Earl W. Lancaster

FRIDAY NIGHT

FISH
FRY!

of Horriteak, and Jessie J. Pirtle,
Robert L. Pirtle and John T
Radley of Obion.
Each center gives basic
remedial instruction at a fifth
grade or Wow educational level
as well di training in four
prevocational
occupations:
masonry, carpentry, electrical
and plumbing. This training is
designed to assist those unemployed or underemployed,
economically or culturally
disadvantaged. Enrollees must
be at least 17 years of age.
The Tennessee State Univets
sity staff members in charge are
James N. Lemons, project
director, and Hayes Howard,
planning supervisor.

Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw
Ts rise. Sauce
French Fries

Jo
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Parents Lost

To Cancer
NEW YORK — The American
Cancer S o c 1,e t y reports that
more than 300,000 American
children have lost their fathers
in light of two recent U.S. Su- to
cancer and more than 250,000
preme Court decisions which put youngsters
have lost their mothIn question its financial respon- ers
to this disease.
sibility law?
After Mullins explained the
background, the matter was referred to a subcommittee for intensive study.
A memorandum from James
Fleming, director of the Legislative Research Commission,
said that if the state's law is
voided "this would seem to
leave the alternatives of adopting either a compulsory insurance law or a 'no-fault' system
of casualty coverage."
Mullins said that to change to
a no fault operation would require a revision of Kentucky's
constitution.
The committee approved without debate a proposal requiring
octane rating postings on gasoline pumps.
It also looked favorably on
free insurance coverage for
state employes while they drive
state vehicles — provided the
Appropriations Committee first
determines the cost.

5 to 12 p. In.
$1.25
•

sea
CITY

Children 75c 14"
t

DERBY

RESTAURANT
Fulton, Ky.

WE
You Pa
used. P
South
WHY
you 0
guaren
it is
your
or w
1032,
Phone

Buyers Of Fescue

Top Prices Paid

FARMER'S SEED &GRAIN COMPANY
ortridrly Moore Seed a Groin Co.)

Bowie
Can m
part o
phone
leigh •
call 81'
4:30.
FOR
Ho}
479-17
SPIN

Clinton, Kentucky
Phone 653 4448

Route,Lcji
a
t tt
Le
SUL

SPONSORED BY THE YOUNdurgf'S BUSINESS

AIRTIN, TENN.

JULY 3, 1971
YMBC PARK
Mid-South Shows On The Midway June 28 July 3
Roy Bayum
(Rice Records)
Nashville, Tenn
Kim Morrison (Mercury Records)
Nashville, Tenn
The Wonder State
Quarxet
Arkansas's Number 1 Male
Quartet
The Melody Men
Music as you Like it
Bob Davidson and his Band
Country Music's Best

Herb Cathay

- Emcee
WCMT • Radio 111MM

CONTINUOUS
ENTERTAINMENT
JITLY 3

12: NOON Til Midnight
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To Visit In 8th District

n
the
House
of
Representatives takes its August
recesa, Eighth District Rep. Ed
Jones plans to tour the district,
spending at least one day in each
county seat.
The congressman said he plans
to meet with constituents to
discuss any problem dealing with
the federal government and to
sample views on pending
legislation.
His schedule calls for a visit to

CLASSIFII:D ADS
So MUCIL . .

Union City on Monday, Aug. 16.
"If our democratic form of
government is to function
properly, our elected officials
must make every effort to make
themselves available to the
people they reprmeift," Rep.
Jones said.
"This includes not only reading
their mail and answering their
the
calls,telephone
congressman continued. "They
also must make themselves
available for personal visits with
the people on their home ground.
"This is the reason I have
scheduled at least one day in each
of the 14 county seats in the
Eighth Congressional District
during the August recess."

for so LITTLE...
***erne**
Only 51 per word
to reach
6,500 Homes 1
SLEEPING ROOMS for rent.
Private bath. Call 472-2336.
Earn $7,200 annually growing
Ginseng Root for us! Send $2.00
(refundable) for seeds, contract, instructions. GC Herbs;
223 Pleasant St., Middleborough, Mass. 02346
WENT Whee.chairs, crutches
NM other covralescent aids at
CrTY SUPER DRUG 408 Jake
t.
Fulton. KY
WE MAKE DRAPES FREE;
you pay only for the material
used. P. N. Hirsch & Company,
South Fulton, Tenn.
WHY PINCH PENNIES %ten
you can earn dollars selling
guaranteed Avon products? And
it is easy to get started right in
your own community. Call now
or write: Margaret Taylor, Box
1022, Paducah, gry. 42001,
Phone 896-2708.
MAN OR WOMAN to sell
Rawleigh Products to families.
Can make $3 and up an hour—
part or full time. Write giving
phone No.: Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co., Freeport, Illinois or
call 815-232-4161 between 8 and
4:30.
FOR SALE: Heney.1 an
Holmes Street, South Fulton
479-1733.
SPINET - CONSOLE PIANO
.Wrinfed-rgaPtgliible party to
tMoe o6Br MlibMoltium, Can be
seen locally. Easy terms Write
credit Mgr. P. 0. Box 7202
Lexington, Kentucky.
BULLDOZER - SCRAPER
OPE RATORS
Experience helpful but not
neceesarg, we will train. Earnings exceed $300 weekly. Write
Personel Officer, Ohio Valley
Corp., 125 East Mont Street,
Lexington, Kentucky, or call
606 352-3484, Monday thru Friday.

FIREWORKS
All the new spaco-ago
Fireworks PLUS aN the old
time favorites. Discount to
quantity buyers. W. are
located one mile south of
Fulton on Martin highway.

Allen's Pottery
f

WANTED!
Ow Inth Nun Thu

' ,1
'
‘4'.'.)'`.̀--46
'
..,•0
I
i

iTtRilasiritur i

1 whorls ALIGNED(

1
‘FilWELO

Balsineed
a

City Tire Co.
nil W. Mite Line

1 /Weft - Yb. 4714741

Pacers is the new nickname of
the University of Tennessee at
Martin following a vote by the
student body in a Student
Government Association
referendum in April and approval by the University Council.
Students at the university
expressed their preference
during spring elections on the
campus. Tht student body voted
to accept Pacers as the new
nickname, replacing Volunteers,
which has been used since the
Institution became the University
of Tennessee Junior College in
1927 UT at Martin has maintained the nickname Volk since
receiving senior college status by
legislative enactment in 1951,
although other campuses in the
UT system do have other
designations.
UTAthletic teams at
Chattanooga are known as the
Moccasins and those of the
Medical Unit in Memphis the
Nurses and Does.
"UT at Martin has experienced
some confusion of identity in
recent years in being referred to
as Vole," Buddy Mitchell,
ar.
alumni
of
director
placement, commented.
"Indeed, we are proud to be a
part of the great University of
Tennessee system and share the
price in UT-Knoxville's athletic
accomplishments but UTM
desperately needed to attain a
separate identity as projected by
our athletic nickname."
The board of directors of the
UTM Alumni Council has endorsed the acceptance of the new
nickname, Mr. Mitchell added.
Pacers, a shortened version of
Pacemakers, sets well into the
overall philosophy of UT at
Martin, Chancellor Archie Dykes.
said. "The university, a
Pacesetter among institutions of
higher education in Tennessee,
has set as its goal the offering of
the
finest
undergraduate
education in the state. The word
Pacers projects an image of the
university on the cutting edge of
progress in the academic world,"
he added.
"I feel that the majority of the
student body is in favor of a name
change as evidenced in the SGA
election held in April," newlyelected SGA president Williams
Mallard said. "Changing the
nicknaine to Pacers will increase
school spirit and will afford UTM
the opportunity to capitalize on a
separate identity from UTKnoxville.
Not to be confused with the!
standard bredhorse used hi
pacing harness racing events, the
name Pacers, as defined by
Webster's, connotes a person,
institution, group or team that is
most progressive or successful
and serves as a pace-setting
model to be imitated or followed.
"Vols is a wonderful nickname
respect
commands
and
throughout athletic circles,"
James C. Henson, UMW director
of athletics said, "But for most
sports fans throughout the state,
Vols implies UT-Knoxville."
"We have for too long been
operating under the Junior and
Baby Vol image which is a
carryover from UTlirs junior
college days," Bob Paynter,
athletic director appointee who
will assume duties July 1, said.
"As part of the overall
development of an outstanding
athletic
division
college
program,an institutional athletic
nickname such as Pacers, which
is Identifiable with the academic
character of the university, win
definite asset in,
be a
strengthening the prestige of our
intercollegiate sports activities."
Terry Giltner, last year's
football team captain and an AllAmerican selection, summed up
the feelings of athletes by saying
"We are tired of being called the
Baby Vols and Junior Vols and
look forward to a successful
future as Pacesetters in athletics
The athletes on the campus really
want to get away from Vol..
Given a little time, Pacers will
,grow on you."

Subscribe To The News

KITCHEN CAHINETS-HATH VANITIES
Cabinets made in shon and installed In your home

COMPLETE KITCHEN REMODELING SERVICE

306

Including Wiring and Pinmbigg
NEW HOME CONSTRUCTION
ESTIMATES GIVEN
BROADWAY-Arross from Martin Carpet Center

7.4157

logiritAefit,
.24711&- .sroAPE

SHELL

OFF!
INSECT REPELLENT
6.5 OZ

Vols Become
The Pacers

FORSYTHE CABINET SHOP

AY

AT

COMPARE AT

loPest
Ref

Kodacolor X

NO-PEST STRIP

20 EXPOSURE

COMPARE AT '1.98

93,69

$

129
CX126-20 NOW$ 1 37

L'OREAL

BAND-AID
STRIPS
SHEER
VALUE PACK

70 PLUS 20 FREE
COMPARE AT 98'

63t

COMPARE AT 98'

WESTINGHOUSE

FLASHCUBES

119

PACK OF 3
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

$

69

t

NOW

6 PACK NOW

)1)

a-Lta Its)•

24" BAR-B-Q

$139

1
9

COMPARE AT '10.49

rills

5 POUND BAG

Charcoal
Lighter Flu

COMPARE AT 43'

33

High Quality
Low Price

1 QUART CHARCOAL

i dCOMPARE AT 329t
HYDE PARK 1 OZ

BONDWARE PACK 100-9"

P

6
23
25

aper Plates COMPARE AT 594

BONDWARE 20-9 OZ

C
Napkins
old

NOW

Busch Beer

WILL BE OPEN
JULY 5th

G

59'

ANTACID
12 OZ

i

COMPARE
AT '1.98

....SI•

77

$3

MYLANTA

SUMMER
FOOTWEAR

00

COLOR FILM

13 OZ

MEN'S, LADIES', CHILDREN'S

THONGS

Polaroid 108

HAIR SPRAY

Cups COMPARE AT 29'

CHARMIN 60 COUNT

2 FOR
COMPARE AT 15'

BONDWARE PLASTIC KN IFE FORK & SPOON
PACK OF 36

Cutlery

V

36

Black Pep

5'
9
49

Per COMPARE AT 15'

HYDE PARK 6 OZ

Mustard

COMPARE AT i2'

HYDE PARK TWIN PACK

Potato Chips

Ginger Ale, Cola, Lemon-Lime, Root Beer, Club Soda C
‘P
5 FOR
280Z

Soft Drinks

LOWEST PRESCRIPTION PRICES EVERYDAY
CONVENIENT LOCATION
1306 NAMING STREET
(NEXT TO E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET)
UNION CITY, TENN.

PHONE 885-6558
OPEN - 9A11 TO 9PM MONDAY thru SATURDAY
WE RESERVE THE 116111 TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

STOREWIDE SUPER DISCOUNTS EVERYDAY
Iimmaimmeigeme.t•-*4
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Fulton, Ky.
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FRYE
RS
29t ...

FRESH

FINE FOR
BARBECUING
LB.

Quality
Stamps

HIND QT.

a.

Lb. 59e

LEGS & THIGHS
WINGS

Lb. 39c

LEGS
CUT-UP FRYERS

Lb. 23c

FRYER QUARTERS

THIGHS

Lb. 49c

FRYER HALVES

BACKS
GIZZARDS
COUNTRY STYLE

Lb. 15c
Lb. 49ç.

ROASTING CHICKENS
BARBECUE CHICKENS
R E EL FOOT

Lb. 69c

HOT DOG-FRANKS

LB.

FRESH

PORK QUARTER

LUNCH MEATS
REELFOOT SLICED

PICKLE & PIMEN'l U
LIVER-CHEESE
BOLOGNA 6 oz. pKG.

BEEF & BACON
PEPPERED LOAF
SOUSE

Lb 59c

Lb. 55c

LEAN

REEL FOOT BUTT-HALF

BOLOGNA

Lb. 59c

CENTER SLICES

BACON
, SLICED
KREY

TENDERATED HAM

Lb. 55c

CANNED PICNICS

3 Lb.Can $2.99

STEAKS

Lb $1.49
KREY

CANN
ED
HAM
S
3

Plus
QualitY
StamPs

LB,

c
LB, $3
.
35

SLICED

PORK

Lb. $1.49

SMOKED JOWL

Lb. 39c

BY THE PIECE

7

Lb 9c -

E4514cuk4S11*-.4....-o

COCA COLA
PEPSI COLA 32 oz.
DR. PEPPER 28 oz•

Lb. 99c ,

MINUTE

WITH THIS COUPON

3
41

BOTTLES

Lb. 35c

SMOKED JOWL

*

*
*
*

AND ADDIT. $5.00 PURCHASE EXCLUDING
MILK AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS.
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY
**lir****sk**sielietitSle**********rk
******Slg******Sk**4*

MARBEL STICK

SMOKED RAM

Lb. 39c

SLAB SLICED

BAR B OUE

4

Lb. 49c

SMOKED HAM _ _.

Whole or Half Stick

BAR B QUE

PORK STEAK

Lb. 59c

ani

SMOKED HAM
990

islit
-6Pu
1 Ra
Stamps

BOSTON Burrs

Lb 79c

LOIN SLICED

LAKE BRAND

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

R E EL FOOT SHANK -PORTION

SLICED BACON

WHOLE
OR
HALF

BONELESS

PORK CUTLETS

59C

KREY T.V. BONELESS

BOSTON BUTTS

Plus
Quality
Stamps

LEAN BONE LESS

E.

47c

La

15-19# AVERAGES5
LB.

Plus
Qualth
Stamps

HOOSIER VALLEY

FRESH-PORK

PORK
RIBS
690

OLEO

Lb. 79c

12oz. PKG.

FRESH

3-5# AVERAGE
LB.

freirc--'
Lb. 33c
Lb. 33c
Lb. 33c
Lb. 35c

SMOKED HAMS

LB.

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

BREA.ST

RIBS

REELFOOT W.A.

PORK SHOULDERS
MUTTON
49c FORE QT. 49

WHOLE
LB.

FRESH

Iii

...PI

MOTOROLA 14 PORTABLE COLOR TV
TO BE GIVEN AWAY JULY 3rd

* AT 8:00 PM COME AND REGISTER NO OBEIVITION
*********

5Lbs.
,

HYDE PARK

HAMBURGER BUNS

$1.00

W. JAMES

V2 Gallon _ _ _ _ 61c

SWEET MILK

TURNERS FRESH

LEMONADE
1/2 90
GAL.

SHOWBOAT NO. 1 SIZE

BOX.

JUNKET TABLETS

2k

SPREADIT IMITATION

ALUMINUM FOIL

ROOT BEER 1 2 Gallon

KRAFT

294

25oz. JAR

odor—

HYDE PARK

SOUR PICKLES

STOKELY 15½-as.

CUT BEETS

7Cans

cue PICKLES

SLIM

5

16-oz. Jar

PLUS
UALITY
STAMPS

NICE LARGE

Lb. 10c

LEMONADE MIX Pkg.

1/2

Each

10c

39c

590

POTATO CHIPS
S-

59c

49c

LB. BAG

ICE CREAM SALT

2k

PRESIDIO

ICE-COLD-

CANTALOUPES

WATER LONS
4 .,.,
TOMATOES

GAL.

WONDER 101/2-ez. BAG

SOUR PICKLES

'

10c

ICE CREAM

EXTRA GOOD FLAVOR

UP

HOME GROWN EXTRA FANCY

BELL PEPPERS

SALQTA.D5gtRPILESus SING
PARK LANE'S OR FIESTIAL

29c k SWEET PICKLES

3 BLB.AG 2 0Q

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

49c

sToKELY'S n-01. JAR

YELLOW ONIONS

. _NEW FANCY CALIF. LONG WHITE

,JOTATOES

$1.00

Lb. 89c

KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP

WYLER'S

U.S. NO. 1

CUCUMBERS
EACH

4 For

39c

STICK

QUALITY
STAMPS

GAL'
STOKELY'S 22-oz. JAR

STOKELY'S FRESH CUCUMBER

NICE-LARGE-FIRM

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

ICE MILK
1/2 49c

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

STOKELY'S 12-oz. JAR

2k

CREEK

CREAMERY BUTTER

SWIFT'S OR TURNER'S

MUSTARD

69t

GINGER ALE 211-oz. Bottle

10

DAD'S

SPRE
CHEESE
AD
2
B
LO
B.
3c

PKG.

DIAMOND IS FEET

,

PIMENTOS 7-oz. Can
SUGAR

PAPER NAPKINS

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

1fk

25

PKG.

CHARMIN 60 COUNT

PORK & BEANS
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

JACK SPRAT

3

FOR

135 COUNT

Lb 39c

LEMONS

39c

THIS Al) GOOD THURSDAY JULY lot THRU WEDNESDAY JULY 7th 1971

100 TREE
LITY
STAMPS
With The Purchase
2 Pkgs. of
Mrs. Weavers

SALADS

50 TREE
QUALITY
STAMPS
With The Purchase
Pkg. Dunn's
Frozen Meat

PATTIES

"PQUA

.W JAMES N SONS./
.

PE

"MAXI—SAVINGS"

1J SUPEOMARHET
WE RESERVE TH RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

44.4

r

C

100 FREE
Bunn?
STAPES
With Th.Purchase
3. Doc. Grade "A"

LARGE EGGS
.

100 FREE
OUALITY
STAMPS
With The Purchase

COUNTRY NAM

